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December 3, 2002

Mr. Stephen A. Byrne
Sr Vice President
Nuclear Operations
SCE&G
PO Box 88
Jenkinsville. SC 29065
Re:
@@

NYPDESPermit No. SC0030856
SCE&GN C Summer ‘Nuclear Station
Fairfield County

Dear Mr. Byrne:
Enclosed is theNational Pollutant DischargeElimination System [NPDES) Permit for the above-referenced facility
The permit is issued with the following changes to the draft permit which was public noticed:

-’ 0

I.

PART III.A.9. - the sampling frequency for oil & grease has been reduced to 2iyear.

2.

PART IKB.2. & 3. - The sample type has been changed from 24Hour Composite to Grab

3.

PART II1.B. 1.,2.,3.&l
PART 1Il.A..

4.

PART lII.A.9. - The sampling frequency for TSS has been reduced to 2/year

5.

PART 1V.A. 1 ,(d). -PART IV.A. 1.(d). stated that the permittee shall he compliance with WET limitat,ionson
page 3 3 for Outfall 0 12. The reference has been changed to page 3 I

-The outfall descriptions have been added to match thecorrespondingdescription in

0
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The Department of Health and Environmental Control @HEC) will enforce all the provisions of this permit in an
equitable and timely manner. In order that you understand your responsibilitiesincluded in the provisions ofthis
permit, particular attention should be given to the following sections:
1.

PART 1I.E.: This section contains your responsibilities for the proper operation and maintenanceof your
facility.

2.

PART Il.L.3.: This section describes the specific requirements for an NPDES permit to be transfered to
another party.

3.

PART ll.L.4.: This section contains your responsibilities for reporting monitoring results. Preprinted
Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR) forms are provided by DHEC for reporting monitoring results. Anew
preprinted DMR form will be sent t.oyou at a later date, but prior to the date specified for submittal in PART
II.L.4.a.(1).

4.

PART III.: This section contains listings of effluent characteristics. discharge Iitations,
requirements.

5.

PART V: This section contains all the specialrequiremen%relative to your permit. Such items inthis section
include the certified operator required to operate your wastewater treatment plant, the day ofthe week on
which monitoring shall occur, sludge disposal requirements, and whole effluent toxicity requirements

and monitoring

This permit, as issued, will become effective on the effective date specified on the permit, provided no appeal for an
adjudicatory hearing is made. The issuanceofthe permit representsa tinal staffdecision that may be appealedto the

Board of DHEC. Such appeal must be made within fifteen (15) days of the receipt of the permit.
In the event an appeal is filed, the entire reissuedpermit is automatically stayed. After the start ofthe administrative
review, any party may request the Administrative Law Judge (Au) to lift the automatic stay. The ALJ will then
determine which portions of the permit, if any. will go into effect before the administrative review has been
completed. The applicable portions ofthe previous permit will continue in effect until the administrative review has
been completed.
If you wish to appeal the staffs decision, you must submit an initial pleading in accordancewith Regulation 6 l-72,
Volume 25, S.C. Code ofLaws, 1976, as amended. As required by this regulation, the initial pleadingmust be served
on theBoard of SCDHEC, ATTN: Clerk ofthe Board. 2600 Bull Street, Columbia, S.C. 29201, (603)898-3300.
The submission of the initial appeal,will be within the time period if delivered by First Class Mail or other parcel
delivery service on or before the fiReenth day.
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The following elements must, at a minimum, be included within the request:
1.
2.
.-3

The name of the party requesting the hearing and the issue(s) for which review the hearing is requested;
The caption or other information sufficient to identify the permit decision being appeal,ed;
The relief requested.

In addition. the Administrative ‘Law Judge Div<sion now requires that a person requesting a contested casehearing
must tile a copy ofthe request and a filing fee in the amount of $70.00 with the Administrative Law Judge’Divisionat
the folkwing address:
Clerk, Administrative Law Judge Division
1?I 6 f’endleton Street, Suite 224
PO HO\ I 1667
Columbia. SC 29211
If you have any questions about the technical aspectsof this permit, pleasecontact his. Christina Lewis, (803) 8984 1% information pertaining to adjudicatory matters may be obtained by contacting the Legal Office, SCDHEX,
26rW1Bull Street. Columbia, S.C. 29201, or by calling them at (803)898-3350.

aa

Sincerei!.

Marion F Sadler. Jr.
Industrial. .Agricultural. and Storm Water
Permitting Division
Enclosure
cc: EPA
Lewis Bedenbaugh, Central Midlands
Sandra Hursey, WP Enforcement
Columbia EQC Lab
Tom Knight, Groundwater
Christina Lewis. BOW
NPDES .Administration

for Discharge to Surface~Waters
This Permit Certifies That
SCE& G Virg# C. Summer Nuclear Station
has been gknted permiSSion to discharge from, a facility located at

to rkceiving waters named

Monticello~Reservoir

and Broad River

in acccmlanc~ with limitations,‘@onitoring
requkements and Other conditions set
forth herein. This p&nit is issue in accordance with the provisions afthe Pollution
Cont& Act of South Carolina (S.C. Code Sections 48-l-20 et seq., 1976),
Regulation 61-9 and with the provisions of the Federal Clean Water Act (PL 92500), as amended, 33 US.C. 1251 etseq., the “Act.”

~Bureau of Water

Issue Da&: December 3,2@02

Eqiration

Effective Date: ~Februav I, 2003

Permit No.: SC0030856

Date: April 30, 2007
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PART I. Definitions
Any term not defined in this Part has the definition stated in the Pollution Control Act or in “Water Pollution Control
Permits”, R.61-9 or its normal meaning.
A. The “Act”, or CWA, shall refer to the Clean Water Act (Formerly referred to as the Federal Water Pollution Control
Act) Public Law 92-500, as amended.
B. The “arithmetic mean” of any set of values is the summation of the individual values divided by the number of
individual values.
C. “Bypass” means the intentional diversion of waste streams tiom any portion of a treatment facility.
D. A “composite sample” shah be defined as one of the following four types:
1. An influent or effluent portion collected continuously over a specified period of time at a rate proportiomd to
the flow.
2. A combination of not less than 8 i&tent or eflhtent grab samples collected at regular (equal) intervals over a
specified period of time and composited by increasing the volume of each ahquot in proportion to flow. If
continuous flow measurement is not used to composite in proportion to flow, the foIlowing method will be
used: An instantaneousffow measurementshould be taken each time a grab sample is colkcted. At the end a@
the sampling period, the instantaneous flow measnrements should be summed to obtain a total flow. The
instantaneousflow measurementcan then be divided by the total flow to determine the percentageof eachgrab
sample to be combined. These combined samples form the composite sample.
3. A combination of not less than 8 intkent or effluent grab samples of qnaI volume but at variable time intervaIs
that are inverseIyproportional to the volume of the flow. In other words, the time interval between ahquots is
reduced as the volume of flow increases.
4. If the effluent flow varies by Iess than 15 percent, a combination of not less than 8 infknt or eftluent grab
samples of constant (quaI) vohtme cokcted at reguk (qnal) time intervals over a specikd period of time.
All samples shall be properly preserved in accordancewith Part Ll.J.4. Continuous flow or the sum ofinstantaneous
flows measured and averaged for the specified compositing time period shall be used with composite results to
calculate mass.
E. “DaiIymaximum” is the highest average value recorded ofsamples collected on any single day during the calendar
month.
F. “Daily minimum” is the lowest average value recorded of samplescollected on any single day during the calendar
month.
G. The “Depsrtment” shall refer to the South Carohna Department of Hearth and EnvironmentaI Control.

a\

H. The “geometric mean” of any set of values is the Nth root of the product of the individual values where N is equal
to the number of individual values. The geometric mean is quivalent to the antilog of the arithmetic mean ofthe
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*
logarithms of the individual values. For purposes of calculating the geometric mean, values of zero (0) shall be
considered to be one (1).
I.

A “grab sample” is an individual, discrete or single influent or effhtent portion ofat least 100 milliliters collected at
a time representative of the discharge and over a period not exceeding 15 minutes and retained separately for
analysis. Instantaneous flow measured at the time of grab sampte collection shall be used to calculate quantity,
unless a totalizer is used.

J. The “instantaneous maximum or minimum” is the highest or lowest value recorded of all samples coIlected during
the calendar month.
K. The “‘monthly average”, other than for fecal coliform, is the arithmetic mean of all samples collected in a calendar
month period. The monthIy average for fecaI coliform bacteria is the geometric mean of al1 samples collected in a
calendar month period. The monthly average loading is the arithmetic average of all individual loading
determinations made during the month.
L. The ‘*practical quantitation limit (PQL)” is the concentration at which the entire analytical system must give a
recognizable signal and acceptable calibration point. It is the concentration in a sample that is equivalent to the
concentration of the lowest calibration standard analyzed by a specific analytical procedure, assuming that aI1the
method-specific sample weights, volumes, and processing steps have been followed.
@e.

M “Quarter” is defined as the first thme calendar months beginningwith the month that this permit becomeseffective
and each group of three cater&r months thereafter.
N.

“Quarterly average”is the arithmetic mean of aI1samples co&&d

in a quarter

0.

“Severe property damage”meanssubstantialphysical damageto property, damageto the tmatment facilities which
causesthem to become inoperable, or substantial and permanent Ioss ofnatural resourceswhich can reasonablybe
expected to occur in the absenceof a bypass. Severe property damage does not mean economic loss caused by
delays in production.

P.

“Upset” means an exceptional incident in which there is unintentional and temporary noncompliance with
technology based permit effluent Iimitations becauseof factors beyond the reasonablecontrol of the permittee. An
upset does not include noncompliance to the extent causedby operational error, improperly designed treatment
facilities, inadequate treatment facilities, lack of preventive maintenance, or careless or improper operation.

Q.

“Weekly average”, other than for fecal coliform, is the arithmetic mean of aI1the samples collected during a oneweek period. The weekly averagefor fecal colifonn is the geometric mean of aI1samples collected during a oneweek period. For self-monitoring purposes, weekly periods in a calendar month are defined as three (3)
consecutive seven-day intervals starting with the tirst day of the calendar month and a fourth interval containing
seven (7) days plus those days beyond the 28th day in a calendar month. The value to be reported is the single
highest of the four (4) weekly averagescomputed during a calendar month. The weekly average loading is the
arithmetic average of all individual loading determinations made during the week.
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PART II. Standard Conditions
A. Duty to comply
The permittee must comply with ali conditions ofthe permit. Anypermitnoncompliance constitutesaviolation of
the Clean !Vater Act and the Pollution Control Act and is grounds for enforcement action; for permit termination,
revocation and reissuance, or modification; or denial of a permit renewal application.
1. The permittee shall comply with effluent standards or prohibitions established under section 307(a) of the
Clean \Vater Act for toxic pollutants and with standards for sewage sludge use or disposal established under
section 405(d) of the CWA within the time provided in the regulations that establish these standards or
prohibitions or standards for sewage sludge use or disposal, even if the permit has not yet been modified to
incorporate the requirement.
b. It is the responsibility of the permittee to have a treatment facility that will meet the tinal effluent limitations
of this permit. The approval of plans and specifications by the Department does not relieve the permittee of
responsibility for compliance.
2.

Failure to comply with permit conditions or the provisions of this permit may subject the permittee to civil
penalties under S.C. Code Section 48-l-330 or criminal sanctions under S.C. Code Section 48-I-320.
Sanctions for violations of the Federal Clean Water Act maybe imposed in accordancewith the provisions o
40 CFR Part 122.41(a)(2) and (3).
&

3.

A person who violates any provision of this permit, a term, condition or schedule of compliance contained
within this NPDES permit, or the State Iaw is subject to the actions defined in the State law.

B. Duty to reapply
If the permittee wishes to continue an activity regulated by this permit after the expiration date of this permit, the
permittee must apply for and obtain a new permit. A permittee with a currently effective pennit shall submit a
new application 180 days before the existing permit expires, unless permission foralaterdate hasbeengranted by
the Department. The Department may not grant permission for applications to be submitted later than the
expiration date of the existing permit.
C. Need to halt or reduce activity not a defense
It shall not be a defense for a permittee in an enforcement action that it would have been necessaryto halt or
reduce the permitted activity in order to maintain compliance with the conditions of this permit.
D. Duty to mitigate
The permittee shall take all reasonable steps to minimize or prevent any discharge or sludge use or disposal in
violation of this permit which has a reasonablelikelihood of adversely affecting human health or the environment.
E. Proper operation and maintenance

l \

_.

l
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I.

The permittee shall at all times properly operate and maintain in good working order and operate as efficiently
as possible all facilities and systems oftreatment and control (and related appurtenances)which are installed
or used by the petmittee to achieve compliance with the terms and conditions ofthis permit. Proper operation
and maintenance includes effective performance based on design facility removals, adequate fundiig,
adequateoperator stafftng and training and also includes adequatelaboratory controls and appropriate quality
assurance,procedures. This provision requires the operation of back-up or auxiliary facilities or similar
systems which are installed by a permittee only when the operation is necessaryto achieve compliance with
the conditions of the permit.

2.

Power Failures. In order to maintain compliance with effluent limitations and prohibitions ofthis permit, the
permittee shall either:
a. provide an alternative power source sufficient to operate the wastewater control facilities;
b. or have a plan of operation which xvi11halt, reduce, or otherwise control production and/or all discharges
upon the reduction, loss, or failure of the primary source of power to the wastewater control facilities.

3.

The permittee shal1maintain at the permitted facility a complete Operations and Maintenance Manual for the
waste treatment plant, The manual shall be made available for on-site review during normal working hours.
The manual shall contain operation and maintenance instructions for all equipment and appurtenances
associated with the waste treatment plant and land application system. The manual shall contain a general
description of the treatment process(es), operating characteristics that will produce maximum treatment
efficiency and corrective action to be taken should operating difficulties be encountered.

4.

The permittee shall provide for the performance of routine daily treatment plant inspections by a certified
operator of the appropriate grade as specitied in Part V. The inspection shall include, but is not limited to,
areaswhich require a visual observation to determine efficient operations and for which immediate corrective
measures can be taken using the 0 & M manual as’a guide. All inspections shall be recorded and shall
include the date, time and name of the person making the inspection, corrective measurestaken, and routine
equipment maintenance, repair, or replacement performed. The permittee shall maintain all records of
inspections at the permitted facility as required by this permit. Records shall be made available for on-site
review during normal working hours.

5.

The name and grade of the operator of record shall be submitted to DHEclBureau of Water/Water
Enforcement Division prior to placing the facility into operation. A roster of operators associatedwith the
faciliws operation and their certitication grades shall also be submitted with the name of the “operator-incharge”. Any changes in operator or operators shall be submitted to the Department as they occur.

F. Permit actions

- a

This permit may be modified, revoked and reissued, or terminated for cause. The filing of a request by the
permittee for a permit modification, revocation and reissuance,or termination, or anotification ofplanned changes
or anticipated noncompliance does not stay any permit condition.
G. Property rights
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This permit does not convey any property rights of any sort, or any exclusive privilege nor does it authorize any
injury to persons or property or invasion of other private rights, or any infringement of State or local law or
regulations.
H. Duty to provide information
The permittee shall furnish to the Department, within a reasonabletime, any information which the Department
may request to determine whether cause exists for modifying, revoking and reissuing, or terminating this permit or
to determine compliance with this permit. The permittee shall also titmish to the Department upon request,copies
of records required to be kept by this permit.
I.

Inspection and entry
The permittee shall allow the Department, or an authorized representative (including an authorized contractor
acting as a representative of the Department), upon presentation of credentials and other documents as may be
required by law, to:
1.

Enter upon the permittee’s premises where a regulated facility or activity is located or conducted, or where
records must be kept under the conditions of this permit;

2.

Have access to and copy, at reasonable times, any records that must be kept under the conditions of
permit;

3.

Inspect at reasonabletimes any facilities, equipment (including monitoring and control equipment),practices,
or operations regulated or required under this permit; and

4.

Sample or monitor at reasonable times, for the purposes of assuring permit compliance or as otherwise
authorized by the Clean Water Act and Pollution Control Act, any substancesor parameters at any location.

J. Monitoring and records
1.

a. Samples and measurementstaken for the purpose ofmonitoring shall be representative of the monitored
activity.
b. Flow Measurements
Appropriate flow measurement devices and methods consistent with acceptedscientific practicesshall be
present and used to ensure the accuracy and reliability of measurements of the volume of monitored
discharges. The devices shall be installed, calibrated and maintained to ensure that the accuracy of the
measurements are consistent with the acceptedcapability ofthat type of device. Devices selectedshahbe
capable of measuring tlows with a maximum deviation of less than ~10% from the true discharge rates
throughout the range of expected dischargevolumes. The primary flow device must be accessibleto the
use of a continuous flow recorder.
*
c. The permittee shall maintain at the permitted facility a record of the method(s) used in measuring the
discharge flow for tb.eoutfaIl
designatedon limits pages to monitor flow. Records of any necessary

\I

.
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calibrations must also be kept. This information shall be made available for on-site review by Department
personnel during normal working hours.
2.

Except for records of monitoring information required by this permit related to the permittee’s sewagesludge
use and disposal activities, which shall be retained for a period ofat least five years (or longer as required by
R.61-9.503 or R.61-9.504), the permittee shall retain records of all monitoring information, including all
calibration and maintenance records and ah original strip chart recordings for continuous monitoring
instrumentation, copies of all reports required by this permit, and records of all data used to complete the
application for this permit, for a period ofat Ieast3 years from the date of the sample, measurement,report or
application. This period may be extended by request of the Department at any time.

3.

Records of monitoring information shall include:
a. The date, exact place, and time of sampling or measuremems;
b. The individual(s) who performed the sampling or measurements;
c. The date(s) analyses were performed;
d. The individual(s) who performed the analyses;
e. The analytical techniques or methods used, and
f. The results of such analyses.

4.

a. Monitoring results for wastewater must be conducted according to test procedures approved under 40
CFRPart 136 or, inthecaseofsludgeuseordisposal, appmvedunder40CFRPart 136unless.otherwise
specified in R61-9.503 or R-61-9.504, unless other test procedures have been specified in the permit.
b, Unless addressed elsewhere in this permit, the permittee shall use a sufficiently sensitive analytical
method that achieves a value below the derived permit limit stated in Part III. Ifmore than one method of
analysis is approved for use, the Department recommends for reasonablepotential determinations that the
permittee use the method having the lowest practical quantitation limit (PQL) unless otherwise specified
in Part V of the permit. For the purposes ofreporting analytical data on the Discharge Monitoring Report
@Mw
(1) Analytical results below the PQL t?om methods available in40 CFR 136 or otherwise specified in the
permit shall be reported as zero (0). Zem (0) shall also be used to averageresults which are below
the PQL. When zero (0) is reported or used to avq-a,geresults, the permittee shall report, in the
“Comment Section” or in an attachment to the DMR, the analytical method used, the PQL achieved,
and the number of times results below the PQL were reported as zero (0).

-’

a

(2) Analytical results above the PQL from methods available in 40 CFR 136 or otherwise specified in the
permit shall be reported as the value achieved. Wheu averagingresults using a value containing a “less
than,” the average shall be calculated using the value and reported as “less than” the average of all
results collected.
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0

(3) Mass values shah be calculated using the flow taken at the time of the sample and either the
concentration value actually achieved or the value as determined from the procedures in (1) or (2)
above, as appropriate.
5.

The Clean Water Act provides that any person who falsities, tampers with, or knowingly renders inaccurate
any monitoring device or method required to be maintained under this permit shall, upon conviction, be
punished by a fme of not more than $10,000 ot by imprisonment for not more than 2 years, or both. If a
conviction of a person is for a violation committed atk a first conviction ofsuch person under this paragraph,
punishment is a fine of not more than $20,000 per day of violation, or by imprisonment of not more than 4
years, or both.

K. Signatory requirement.
I,

All applications, reports, or information submitted to the Department shall be signed and certified.
a

Applications. All permit applications shall be signed as follows:
(I) For a corporation: by a responsible corporate officer. For the purpose oFthis section, a responsible
corporate officer means:
(a) A president, secretary, treasurer, or vicepresident of the corporation in charge of a principal
businessfunction, or any other person who performs similar policy or decision-making function m
for the corporation or
(b) The manager of one or more manufactming, production, or operating facilities employing more
than 250 persons or having gross annual sales or expenditures exceeding $25 million (m secondquarter 1980 dollars), if authority to sign documents has been assigned or delegated to the
manager in accordancewith corporate pmcedures.
(2) For a partnership or sole proprietorship: by a general partner or the proprietor, respectively; or
(3) For a municipality, State, Federal, or other public agency or public facility: By either a principal
executive officer, mayor, or other duly authorized employee or ranking elected official. For purposes
of this section, a principal executive officer of a Federal agency includes:
(a) The chief executive officer of the agency, or
(b) A senior executive officer having responsibility for the overall operations of a principal
geographic unit of the agency (e.g., Regional Administrator, Region N, EPA).

b. All reports required by permits, and other information requested by the Department, shall be signed by a
person described in Part ILK. 1.a of this section, or by a duly authorized representative of that person. A
person is a duly authorized representative iE
(1) The authorization is made in writing by a person described in Part Jl.K.1 .a of tbis section;

l \T
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(2) The authorization specities either an individual or a position having responsibility for the overall
operation of the regulated facility or activity such as the position ofplant manager, operator of a well
or a well field, superintendent, position of equivalent responsibility, or an individual or position
having overall responsibility for environmental matters for the company. (A duly authorized
representative may thus be either a named individual or any individual occupying a named position.)
and,
(3) The written authorization is submitted to the Department.
t.

Changes to authorization. Ifan authorization under Part II.K.1.b of this section is no longer accurate
becauseadifferent individual orposition has responsibility for the overall operation ofthe facility, anew
authorization satis@ing the requirements of Part II.K.1.b of this section must be submitted to the
Department prior to or together with any reports, information, or applications to be signed by an
authorized representative.

d, Cenitication. Any person signing a document under Part II.K.1.a orb of this section shall make the
following certification: “I certify under penalty of law that this document and all attachments were
prepared under my direction or supervision in accordancewith a system designed to assurethat qualified
personnel properly gather and evaluate the information submitted. Based on my inquiry ofthe person or
persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the information, the
information submitted is, to the best of my knowledge and belief, true, accurate, and complete. I am
aware that there are significant penalties for submitting false information, including the possibility of tine
and imprisomnent for knowing violations.”
2.

The C WA provides that any person who knowingly makes any false statement,representation,or certiIication
in any record or other document submitted or required to be maintained under this permit, including
monitoring reports orreports ofcompliance ornon-cqmpliance shall, upon conviction, be punished by a fine
of not more than S 10,000 per violation, or by imprisonment for not more than 6 months per violation, or by
both.

L. Reporting requirements
1. Planned changes.
The permittee shall give written notice to DHEUBureau of Water/Industrial, Agricukural and Storm Water
Permitting Division as soon as possible of any planned physical alterations or additions to the permitted
facility. Notice is required onIy when:
a. The alteration or addition to a permitted facility may meet one of the criteria for determining whether a
facility is a new source in R 61-9.122.29(b); or
b. The alteration or addition could significantly change the nature or increase the quantity of pollutants
discharged. This notification applies to pollutants which are subject neither to eftluent limitations in the
permit, nor to notification requirements under Part ILL.8 of this section.
C. The alteration or addition results in a significant change in the permittee’s sewage sludge or industrial

sludge use or disposal practices, and such alteration, addition, or change may justify the application of

permit conditions that are different from or absent in the existing permit, including notification of additional use or disposal sites not reported during the pennit application processor not reportedpursuant
to an approved land application plan (included in the NPDES permit directly or by reference);
2. Anticipated noncompliance.
The permittee shall give advance notice to the DEfEXYBureauof WaterMrater Enforcement Division of any
planned changes in the permitted facility or activity which may result in noncompliance with permit
requirements.
3. Transfers.
This permit is not transferable to any person except after written notice to the DHEC/Bureau of
WaterNPDES Administration. The Department may require modification or revocation and reissuanceof the
permit to change the name of permittee and incorporate such other requirements as may be necessaryunder
the Pollution Control Act and the Clean Water Act.
a. Transfers by modification. Except as provided in paragraph b of this section, a permit maybe transferred
by the permittee to a new owner or operator only if the permit has been modified or revoked and reissued
(underR.61-9.122.62(e)(2)), oraminormodificationmade (underR.61-9.122.63(d)), toidentifythenew
permittee and incorporate such other requirements as may be necessaryunder CWA.
b, Other transfers. As an alternative to transfers underparagraph a of this section, any NF’DFS permit may bII,
transferred to a new permittee if:
(1) ThecurrentpermitteenotifiestheDepartment
in Part II.L.3.b(2) of this section;

atleast30daysinadvanceoftheproposedtransferdate

(2) The notice includes U.S. EPA NPDES Application Form 1 and a written agreement between the
existing and new permittees containing a specific date for transfer ofpermit responsibility, coverage,
and liability between them; and
(3) Permits are non-transferable except with prior consent of the Department. A modification under this
section is a minor modification which does not require public notice.
4. Monitoring reports.
Monitoring results shall be reported at the intervals specified elsewhere in this permit.
a

Monitoring results must be reported on a Discharge Monitoring Report (DMR) or forms provided or
specified by the Department for reporting results of monitoring of sludge use or disposal practices
including the following:
(1) Effluent Monitoring: Effluent monitoring results obtained at the required &equency shall be report
on a Discharge Monitoring Report Form (EPA Form 3320-I). The DMR is due postmarked no lar,*
than the 28th day of the month following the end of the monitoring period. One original and one copy
of the Discharge Monitoring Reports @Iv%) shall be submitted to:
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SC. Department of Health and Environmental Control
Bureau of Water/Compliance Assurance Division
Permit and Data Administration Section
2600 Bull Street
Columbia. South Carolina 29201
(2) Groundwater Monitoring: Groundwater monitoring resultsobtained at the required frequencyshall be
reported on a Groundwater Monitoring Report Form (DHEC 21 IO) postmarked no later than the 28th
day of the month following the end of the monitoring period. One original and one copy of the
Groundwater Monitoring Report Form (DHEC 2110) shall be submitted to:
S.C. Department of Health and Environmental Control
Bureau of Water/Water Monitoring, Assessment and Protection Division
Groundwater Quality Section
2600 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
(3) Sludge, Biosolids and/or Soil Monitoring: Sludge, biosolids antiorsoil monitoringresults obtained at
the required frequency shall be reported in a laboratory format postmarked no later than the 28th day
of the month following the end of the monitoring period. Two copies of these results shall be
submitted to:
SC. Department of Health and Environmental Control
Bureau of Water/Water Enforcement Division
Water Pollution Enforcement Section
2600 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
(4) All other reports required by this permit shall be submitted at the hequency specified elsewherein the
permit to:
S.C. Department of Health and Environmental Control
Bureau of Water/Water Enforcement Division
Water Pollution Enforcement Section
2600 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
b. Ifthe permittee monitors any pollutant more frequently than required by the permit using test procedures
approved under 40 CFR Part 136 or, in the case of sludge use or disposal, approved under 40 CFR Part
136 unless otherwise specifiedin R.61-9.503 orR.61-9.504, or as specifiedinthepermif all validresults
of this monitoring shall be included in the calculation and reporting of the data submitted in the DMR or
sludge reporting form specified by the Department. The permittee has sole responstbility for scheduling
analyses,other than for the sample data specified in Part V, so as to ensure there is sufficient opportunity
to complete and report the required number of valid results for each monitoring period.
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a

c. Calculations for all limitations which require averaging of measurementsshall utilize an arithmetic mean
unless otherwise specified by the Department in the permit.
5. Twenty-four hour reporting
a. The permittee shall report any non-compliance, which may endanger health or the environment. Any
information shall be provided orally to local DHFX office within 24 hours from the time the permittee
becomes aware of the circumstances. During normal working hours call:
County
Anderson
Oconee
Greenville
Pickens

/ EQC District

/ PhoneNo.

Appalachia I

864-260-5569

Appalachia II

864-241-1090

1

After-hour reporting should be made to the 24-Hour Emergency Response telephone number 803-2536488 or I-888-481-0125 outside of the Columbia area. A written submission shall also be provided
within 5 days of the time the permittee becomes aware of the circumstances to the address in Part
ILL.4.a(4). The written submission shall contain a description of the noncompliance and its cause; the
period of noncomphance, including exact dates and times, and if the noncompliance has not be
corrected, the anticipated time it is expectedto continue; and steps taken or planned to reduce, eliminat
and prevent reoccurrence of the noncompliance.
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b. The following shall be included as information which must be reported within 24 hours under this
paragraph.
( 1) Any unanticipated bypass which exceedsany effluent limitation in the permit. (See R.61-9.122.44(g)).
(2) Any upset which exceeds any effluent limitation in the permit.
(3) Violation of a maximum daily discharge limitation for any of the pollutants listed by the Department
in the permit to be reported within 24 hours (See R 61-9.122.44(g)). If the permit contains maximum
limitations for any of the pollutants listed below, a violation of the maximum limitations shall be
reported orally to the DHEClSureau of Water/water Enforcement Division within 24 hours or the
next business day.
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

c.

Whole Effluent Toxicity (WET),
fecal coliform,
nibutyl tin (TBT), and
any of the following bioaccumulative pollutants:
Lindane
a BHC
p BHC
Mf=W
Mirex
6 BHC
BHC
Octachlomstyrene
Chlordane
PCBs
PentachIombenzene
DDD
Phototnirex
DDE
DDT
1,2,3,4-Tetrachlorobenzene
Dieldrin
1,2,4,.5-Tetrachlorobenzene
2 ,,,3 7 8-TCDD
Hexachlorobenzene
Toxaphene
Hexachlorobutadiene

The Department may waive the written report on a caseby-casebasis for reports underpart lI.L.5.b ofthis
section if the oral report has been received within 24 hours.

The permittee shall report all instances ofnoncompliance not reported under Part ILL.4 and 5 ofthis section
and Part IV at the time monitoring reports are submitted The reports shall contain the information listed in
Part ILL.5 of this section.
7. Other information.

Where the permittee becomes aware that it failed to submit any relevant facts in a permit application, or
submitted incorrect information in a permit application or in any report to the Department, it shall promptly
submit such facts or information to the Industrial, Agricultural and Storm Water Permitting Division. This
information may result in permit modification, revocation and reissuance,or termination in accordancewith
Regulation 61-9.
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8. Existing manufacturing, commercial, mining, and silvicultural dischargers.
In addition to the reporting requirements under Part ILL.1 of this section, all existing manufacturing,
commercial, mining, and silvicultural dischargersmust notify the DHEUBureau of Water/Water Enforcement
Division of the Department as soon as they know or have reason to believe:
a. That any activity has occurred or will occur which would result in the discharge on a mutine or frequent
basis, of any toxic pollutant which is not limited in the permit, if that discharge will exceed the highest of
the following “notification levels”:
(1) One hundred micrograms per liter (100 pg/l);
(2) Two hundred micrograms per liter (200 pg/‘l) for acmleinand acrylonitrile; Eve hundred micrograms
per liter (500 &I) for 2,4dinitrophenol and for 2-methyl-4,6-dinitrophenol; and one milligram per
liter (1 mg/l) for antimony;
(3) Five (5) times the maximum concentration value reported for that pollutant in the permit application;
or
(4) The level established by the Department in accordance with section R.61-9.122.44(f).
b. That any activity has occurred or will occur which would result in any discharge, on a non-routine a
infrequent basis, of a toxic pollutant which is not limited in the permit, if that discharge will exceedin the
highest of the following “notification levels”:
(1) Five hundred micrograms per liter (500 &I);
(2) One milligram per liter (1 mg/l) for antimony,
(3) Ten (10) times the maximumconcentrationvalue reported for that pollutant in the permit application
in accordancewith R.61-9.12221(g)(7).
(4) The level established by the Department in accordancewith sectionR61-9.122.44(f).
M. Bypass
1.

Bypass not exceeding limitations. The permittee may allow any bypass to occur which does not cause
effluent limitations to be exceededbut only if it also is for essential maintenance to assureefficient operation.
These bypassesare not subject to the provisions of Part KM.2 and 3 of this section.

2.

Notice.
a

Anticipated bypass. If the permittee knows in advance of the need for a bypass, it shall submit prior
notice, if possible, at least ten days before the date of the bypass to the DHECIBureau of Wate a
Industrial, Agricultural and Storm Water Permitting Division.

l
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b. Unanticipated bypass.The permittee shall submit notice ofan unanticipated bypass as required in Part
ILL.5 of this section.
3.

Prohibition of bypass
a. Bypass is prohibited, and the Department may take enforcement action against apermittee for bypass,
unless:
(1) Bypass was unavoidable to prevent loss of life, personal injury, or severe property damage;
(2) There were no feasible alternatives to the bypass, such as the use of auxiliary treatment facilities,
retention of untreated wastes, or maintenance during normal periods of equipment downtime. This
condition is not satisfied if adequateback-up equipment should have been installed in the exercise
of reasonable engineering judgment to prevent a bypass which occurred during normal periods of
equipment downtime or preventive maintenance; and
(3) The permittee submitted notices as required under Part LI.M.2 of this section.
b. The Department may approve an anticipated bypass, after considering its adverse effects, if the
Department determines that it will meet the three conditions listed above in Part lI.M.3.a of this
section.

N. Upset
1. Effect of au upset. An upset constitutes an stlirmative defense to an action brought for noncompliance
with such technology basedpermit effluent limitations if the requirements of Part lI.N.2 of this section are
met. No determination made during administrative review of claims that noncompliance was caused by
upset, and before an action for noncompliance, is final administrative action subject to judicial review.
2.

Conditions necessaryfor a demonstration of upset. A pen&tee who wishes to establish the affirmative
defense of upset shall demonstrate, through properly signed, contemporaneous operating logs, or other
relevant evidence that:
a. An upset occurred and that the permittee can identify the cause(s) of the upset;
b. The permitted facility was at the time being properly operated; and
c. The permittee submitted notice of the upset as required in Part II.L.5.b(2) of this section.
d. The permittee complied with any remedial measures required under Part ILD of this section.

3.

Burden of proof. In any enforcement proceeding, the permittee seeking to establish the occurrence of an
upset has the burden of proof.

0. Misrepresentation Of Information
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1.

Any person making application for a NPDES discharge permit or filing any record, report, or other
document pursuant to a regulation of the Department, shall certify that all information contained in such
document is true. All application facts certified to by the applicant shall be considered valid conditions of
the permit issued pursuant to the application.

2.

Any person who knowingly makes any false statement, representation, or certification in any application,
,record,report, or other documents filed with the Department pursuant to the State law, and the rules and
regulations pursuant to that law, shall be deemed to have violated a permit condition and shall be subject to
the penalties provided for pursuant to 45-l-320 or 48-l-330.

l

l

l
Part III. Limitations and Monitoring Requirements
A. Effluent Limitations and Monitoring Requirements
1.

During the period beginningon the effectivedateof this permit and lastingthroughthe expirationdate,the permitteeis authorizedto dischargefrom outfall
serialnumber001: oncethroughnoncontactcoolingwater to the Monticello Reservoir
Suchdischargeshall be limited and monitoredby the permitteeas specifiedbelow:

EFFLUENT
ClfARACTERlSTICS

I

DISCHARGE Llr .Lfrr.4T*rvuP
. ..~..- a.Concentration

I

I

Monthly
Average

Daily
Maximum

Daily
Minimum

Monthly
Average

MONITORING
REQUIREMENTS

I

Daily
Maximum

Sampling
Frequency

Sample Type

DischargeTempenhtrr?

‘SeePartII.J.l
‘Intaketemperature
shallbe measured
on theinletsideof themaincondenser
‘Plumetemperature
shallbe takenat theintakestmctnreofFairfieldPumpedStorageFacilitywhentheFairfieldPumpedStorageFacilityis generating
‘Dischargetemperatore
shallbe monitoredat theoutletcorresponding
to an individualunit prier to mixingwith thereceivingstream
‘SeePartV-A.5
‘SeePartV.A.4
‘SeePartV.A.6
Samplestakenin compliancewith the monitoringrequirementsspecifiedaboveshall be takenat the followinglocation(s)unlessotherwisespecified:
atIer treatmentbut prior to mixing with the receivingstream.
Thereshall be no additionof chlorineto the main condensercoolingwater

I

Part III. Limitations and Monitoring Requirements

A. Effluent Limitationsand MonitoringRequirements
2.

During theperiodbeginningon the effectivedateof this permitandlastingthroughthe expirationdate,the permitteeis authorizedto discharge
from outfall serialnumber003: low level radiologicalwastesto the BroadRiver
Suchdischargeshallbe limited andmonitoredby the permitteeas specifiedbelow:

I

Mass
Monthly
Average

Flow
1TotalSusoended
Solids
I Oil & Grease
1oH

Concentration

I
Daily
Minimum

Daily
Maximum

Monthly
Average

MR’,MGD MR’, MGD
1
1
1

-

I

I
I

-

I

”
-

I
I

-

I

1 6.0 S.U. 1

30me/l
I5 ma/l
-

I

I
Daily
Maximum

I lOOmr4 I
I 20maIl I
I 9.0 S.U. I

Sampling
Frequency

Sample Type

l/Occurence’
l/Occurence’I
I/Occurence’I
1IMouth

I

Estimate*
Grab
Grab
Grab

I
I
I

‘MIk MonitorandReport
‘SeePartII.J.1
‘Samples
shallbetakenat leastoncepercmumnceof discharge
but neednothe morethanonceper month
Samplestakenin compliancewith the monitoringrequirementsspecifiedaboveshallbe takenat the following location(s): the nearestaccessible
point after the dischargefrom the Liquid WasteProcessingSystemor the WasteMonitor Tanks,but prior to mixing with the receivingstream.

w-a-a
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Part III. Limitations and Monitoring Requirements

A. Effluent Limitations andMonitoring Requirements
3.

During theperiodbeginningon the effectivedateofthis permit andlastingthroughthe expirationdate,thepermitteeis authorizedto discharge
Ram outfall serialnumber004: steamgeneratorblowdown via Outfall 001 to the MonticelloReservoiror Outfall 003 to Broad River
Suchdischargeshall be limited and monitoredby the permitteeas specifiedbelow:

EFFLUENT
CHARACTERISTICS

I

I

Mass
Monthly
Average

Flow
Oil &Grease

MONITORING

DI~CHARGELIMITATION~
I

Daily
Maximum

I

Da?
Maxim

Monthly
Average

I

-

I

ISmg4

I

I

Coneentration
Daily
Minimum

IMR’.MGDIMR~.MGDI

REQUIREMENTS

I

-

1 20mgil

1 I/Occurence’

Grab

1

‘MR: MonitorandReport
%e PartIf.I.1
?%n~lesshallbe takenat leastoncePeroccurrence
of discharge
butneednotbe merethanoncepermonth
Samplestakenin compliancewith themonitoringrequirementsspecitiedaboveshallbe takenat the following location(s): aRerdischargeof steam
generatorblowdown,but prior to comminglingwith any otherwastestream
or the receivingstream.
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Part III. Limihtions and Monitoring Requirements
A. EffluentLimitationsandMonitoringRequirements
4.

During the perio,dbeginningon theeffectivedateof this permit andlastingthroughtheexpirationdate,thepermitteeis authorizedto discharge
from outfall serialnumber005: treatedsanitarysewagevia Outfall 014 to the Monticello Reservoir
Suchdischargeshallbe limited andmonitoredby the permitteeas specifiedbelow:

EFFLUENT
CHARACTERISTICS

DISCHARGELIMITATIONS

MONITORING
REQUIREMENTS

‘MR:MonitorandReport
*seePartMI
Samplestakenin compliance
with themonitoringrequirementsspecifiedaboveshallbe takenatthefollowinglocation(s): afterdischargefrom fhe
chlorinecontactchamber,but prior 10comminglingwith anyofherwastestream.
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Part III. Limitations and Monitoring Requirements

A. Effluent Limitations andMonitoring Requirements
5.

During the periodbeginningon the effectivedateof this permit andlastingthrough the expiration date,the pennittee is authorizedto discharge
from outfall serialnumberOGA:low volumewastefrom the alum sludgebasinvia Outfall 014 to the Monticello Reservoir
Suchdischargeshall be limited and monitored.bythe permitteeas specifiedbelow:

‘MR: Monitor andReport
%kcPaltII.J.l

Samplestakenin compliancewith the monitoringrequirementsspecifiedaboveshallbetakenat thefollowing location(s): afterdischargefrom the
sedimentationbasin,but prior to comminglingwith any otherwastestream,

Part III. Limitations and Monitoring Requirements

A. Effluent LimitationsandMonitoring Requirements
6.

During theperiodbeginningon the effectivedateofthis permit andlastingthroughthe expirationdate,thepermitteeis authorizedto discharge
from outfall serialnumber06B: low volumewastesandstormwaterfrom snmpsin the transformerand fuel oil storageareasvia Outfall 014
to the MonticelloReservoir
Suchdischargeshall be limited andmonitoredby the permitteeasspecifiedbelow:

EFFLUENT
CHARACTERISTICS

I

I

Mass

Concentration

I

F!!!iry
Maximum

Monthly
Average

Plow
Total Suspended
Solids
1 Oil & Grease

MONITORING
REQIJIRRMENTS

DrscffAmE LIMITATIONS

Daily
Minimum

Daily
Maximum

II
’ Sampling
_ . II
J+*wency

98 mti
19mgll

l/Month
l/Ivionth
I/Month

...

Monthly
Average

MR’, MGD MR’, MGD

I

I

-

I
]

‘I

I
1

I
Sample Type

I hrstantancous2
I
I
Grab
I
I
Grab

‘MR:MonitorandReport
‘seePart1LJ.I
Samples
takenin compliance
withthemonitoringrequirements
specifiedaboveshallbetakenatthefollowinglocation(s)
: afterdischarge
from the
retentionbasin,butpriorto commingling
with anyotherwastestream.

0

l
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Part III. Limitations and Monitoring Requirements

A. Effluent LimitationsandMonitoring Requirements
I.

During theperiodbeginningon the effectivedateof this permit andlastingthroughthe expirationdate,thepetmitteeis authorizedto discharge
from outfall serialnumber007: low volumewastefrom the ion exchangeregenerationandfrom sumpsin the chemicalfeedequipmentarea,
caustictank areaand“D” batteryroom via Outfall 001 to the Monticello Reservoir
Suchdischargeshallbe limited andmonitoredby the permitteeas specifiedbelow:

EFFLUENT
CHARACTERISTICS
Mass
1 Monthly
Average
FIQW

Total Suspended
Solids
Oil &Grease
nH

MONITORING
REQUIREMENTS

DISCIIARGE LIMITATIONS

MR’,MGD

1

Daily
Maxi&m

MR’,MGD

I

Concentration
1

Daily
Mini&m

1 Monthly
Averagk

1 Dailv
I Maxi&m

mg/l
15 mg/l

30

6.0 S.U.

100mgil
20 mgil
9.0 S.".

I Samnline
1 Freqienei
l/Month
I/Month
l/Month
1/Month

I sample
_ _ ~lype
Instantaneous*
Grab
Grab
Grsh

‘MR: Monitor andReport
*see Pati ILJ. I

Samples
takenin compliance
withthemonitoringrequirements
specifiedaboveshallbetakenatthefollowinglocation(s)
: afterdischarge
from the
neutralizatation
basin,butprior to commingling
with anyotherwastestream.
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Part III, Limitatious and Monitoring Requirements

A. Effluent Limitations and Monitoring Requirements
8.

During the periodbeginningon the effectivedateofthis permitandlastingthroughtheexpirationdate,thepermitteeis authorizedto discharge
from outfall serialnumber008: metalcleaningwastewatervia Outfall 014 to the Monticello Reservoir
Suchdischargeshall be limited and monitoredby the permitteeas specifiedbelow:

EFFLUENT
CHARACTERISTICS
Mass
Monthly
Average
FIOW

1TotalSuspended
Solids
Oil & Grease
Copper,Total
Iron, Total

MONITORING

DISCHARGE LIMITATKONS

Daily
Maximum

MR’,MGD MR’,MGD
1
1
1
_.

F&QUIREMENTS

Concentrntion
Daily
Minimum

_

Monthly
Average

I

30mfdl

ISmg!l
1.o mgil
1.0mg/l

Daily
Maximum

I

Sampling
Frequency

Sample Type

l/Dav
Instantaneous2
Grab
I
100me/l
I I/GccurrenceI
-“~:...-+.
7.c;li,L ’ UOccurence
Grab
.“....
1.0mgll
Grab
l/Occurence
1.o mg/l
Grab
UOccurence

‘MR: Monitor andRepori
%e PartlI.J.1

a. Samples
shallbe takenat leastonceperoccurrence
of discharge.Shouldthedurationof thedischarge
exceedoneweek,thedischarge
shallhe cb a 71
ovw
sampledonceperweekuntil theendof discharge
723
3:.mz
3 z h. Samples
takenin compliance
with themonitoringrequirements
specifiedaboveshallbetakenatthefollowinglocation(s)
: aherdischarge
from
thePlantStartupHoldingBasin,but priorto commingling
with anyotherwastestream.
k?g

Part III. Limitations and Monitnring Requirements

A. Effluent Limitationsand Monitoring Requirements
9.

During theperiodbeginningon the effectivedateofthis permitandlastingthroughthe expirationdate,thepermitteeis authorizedto discharge
from outfall serialnumber012: stormwaterrunoff from the north/northeastareaof the plantsitefrom yarddrains,roofdrains,refuelingwater
storagetankpit drains,industrialandCDRM coolersanddrainagefrom the TurbineBuilding ClosedCycleCooling SystemCoolingTowers
to the BroadRiver.
Suchdischargeshall be limited and monitoredby the permitteeasspecifiedbelow:

EFFLUENT
CHARACTERISTICS

I

DISCHARGE LIMITATIONS

I

I

Mass

I
I

I
Concentration

MONITORING
REQUIREMENTS

I

I

‘MR: Monitor and Report
‘See Part 1I.J.I

Samplestakenin compliancewith the monitoringrequirementsspecifiedaboveshallbe takenat thefollowinglocation(s): afterdischargebut prior
to mixing with the receivingstream.
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Part III. Limitations and Monitoring Requirements

A. Effluent Limitationsand Monitoring Requirements
10.

Duringthe periodbeginningon theeffectivedateofthis permitandlastingthroughtheexpirationdate,tbepermitteeis authorizedto discharge
from outfall serialnumber013: stormwater runoff from the southeastareaof the plantsite from yarddrains,roofdrains,waterstoragetank
sumps,andmiscellaneousfloor drainsto the BroadRiver.
Suchdischargeshallbe limited andmonitoredby the permitteeas specifiedbelow:

‘MR: MonitorandRepon
‘SeePartILLI

Samples
takenin compliance
withthemonitoring
requirements
specifiedaboveshallbetakenatthefollowinglocation(s)
: atterdischarge
butprior
to mixingwith thereceivingstream.

Part 111.Limitations and Monitoring Requirements

A. Effluent Limitationsand Monitoring Requirements
11.

During the periodbeginningon the effectivedateofthis pemtit andlastingthroughtheexpirationdate,thepetmitteeis authorizedto discharge
from outfall serialnumber014: combinationof internalOutfalls005,06A, 060 and 008 to the Monticello Reservoir
Suchdischargeshall be limited and monitoredby the permitteeas specifiedbelow:

EFFLUENT
CHARACTERISTICS

II

It

MONITORING

DISCHARGE LIMITATIONS

I

Mass
Monthly
Average

Daily
Maximum

REQUIREMENTS

Concentration

II
Daily
Minimum

Monthly
Average

II

II
Daily
Maximum

Sampling
Frequency

Sample Type

‘MR: MonitorandReport
*SeePan11.1.1
‘SeePanV.A.5
‘SeePartV.A.4
Samplestakenin compliancewith themonitoring
requirements
specified
aboveshallbe takenatthefollowinglocation(s)
unlessotherwise
specified:
afterdischargebut prior to mixing with the receivingstream.

2”
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z
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B. Effluent Toxicity Limitations and Monitoring Requirements
1. During the period beginning on the effective dateand lasting through the expiration date, the permitteeis authorizedto
discharge from outfall 001: once through noncontactcooling water to the Monticello Reservoir
Such discharge shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

‘Quarterly average is defined as the mean of Percenteffectsfor ail valid tests performed duringthe monitoringperiodfollowing the
Pmfeduresgivmm PartV.B.l.d.Maximumisdefinedasthehighestperrenteffect
ofall validtestsperformcdduringffiemonitotingperiod
following theprocedures
in PartVJ&l.b
‘See PartV.B. 1 for additionaltoxicity reportingkquirements.MR = MonitorandReport.
’ Valid tests must be separatedby at least 13 days (from the time the tirst sampleis t&m to start one test until the time the tint sampleis
taken to start a different test). lime is no restriction on when.a new test may begin following a tiled or invalid tea.

a. Samplesusedto demonstratecompliancewith the dischargelimitations and monitoring requirementsspecified above
shall be taken at or near the final point-of-dischargebut, prior to mixing with the receiving waters or other waste
SlTeatns.
b. If only one valid test is conductedduring a quarter,results from that test must be used to assesscompliance with the
quarterly averagelimit as well as the maximum limit. If more than one valid test is completed during the quarter,the
mean percent inhibition of all valid tests must be used to demonstratecompliance with the quarterly averagelimit.
c. Valid test results f?om split samplesshall be reportedon the DMR. For reporting an averageon the DMR, individual
valid results for each test from a split sampleare averagedftrst to determine a sample value. That value is averaged
with other sampleresults obtainedin the reportingperiod and the averageof all sampIeresults reported. Forreporting
the maximum on the DMR, individual valid resultsfor each test from a split sampie are averagedfirst to determine a
sample value. That value is comparedto other sampleresults obtained in the reporting period and rhe maximum of all
sample results reported. For the purposs of reporting, split samplesare reported as a single sampleregardlessof the
number of times it is split. All laboratoriesused shall be identified on the DMR attachment.

-.
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B. Effluent Toxic@ Limitations and Monitoring Requirements
2. During the period beginning on the effective date ofthis permit and lasting until one year after the effectivedateofthis
permit, the permittee is authorizedto dischargefrom outfall 0 12: storm water runoff from the north/northeastareaof
the plant site from yard drains, roof drains, refueling water storagetank pit drains, industrial and CDRM coolers and
drainage from the Turbine Building Closed Cycle Cooling System Cooling Towers to the Broad River.
Such dischargeshall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

cH.=rgICS
Whole Efiluent Toxicity
Acute Testing
@ ATC= 100%
Whole Eftlucnt Toxicity
Acute Testing - NOEC
* Report “0” if test passesor ‘1” iftest fails in accordance with Part V.Za,b,c(l),d
** MR = Monitor and Report the NOEC (as a percent) in accordance with Part V,2.a,b,c(2),d

a. Samplestaken in compliance with the monitoring requirementsspecified above shall be taken at the following
locations: at or near the discharge,but prior to mixing with the receiving waters.
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B. Effluent Toxicity Limitations and Monitoring

*

Requirements

3. During the period beginning on one year after the effective date and lasting through the expiration date,the permittee is
aurhorized to discharge from outfall 012: storm water runoff from the north/northeastarea ofthe plant site from yard
drains, roof drains, refueling water storage tank pit drains, industrial and CDRM coolersand drainagefrom the Turbine
Euiidmg Closed Cycle CooIing System Cooling Towers to the Broad River.
Such discharge shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

ie EtXuent Toxicity
eproduction @ CTC=

‘Quanaly averageis definedas the meanof percenteffectsfar all valid testsperformedduringthe monitoringperiodfollowing the
proceduresgiven
in PartV.B.3.d.Maximumisdefinedasthehighestpercmt
effectofail validtestsperformedduringthemonitoringpe;iod
followingthe proceduresin PartV.B.3.d.
‘See PanV.B.3 for additionaltoxicity reportingrequirements.MR = MonitorandReport.
‘V&d testsmustbe separated
by at least13 days(from thetime the tint sampleis takento startonetestuntil the timethe first sampleis
takento w.rt a differenttest). Thereis no restrictionon whena new testmaybeginfollowinga failedor invalid test.
a. Samples usedto demonstratecompliance with the discharge limitations and monitoring requirements specified above
shall be, taken at or near the final point-of-discharge but, prior to mixing with the receiving waters or other waste
SU&XIlS.
b. If only one valid test is conducted during a quarter, results from that test must be used to assesscompliance with the.
quarterly average limit as well as the maximum limit. If more than one valid test is completed during the quarter, the
mean percent inhibition of all valid tests must be used to demonstratecompIiance with the quarterly averagelimit.
c. Valid test results from split samples shall be reported on the DMR For reporting an averageon the DMR, individual
valid results for each test from a split sample are averaged tirst to determine a sample value. That value is averaged
with other sample results obtained in the reporting period and the averageof all sampleresults reported. For reporting
the maximum on the Dm individual valid results for each test from a split sample are averaged first to determine a
sample value. That value is compared to other sample results obtained in the reporting period and the maximum ofall
sample results reported. For the purposes of reporting, split samplesare reported as a single sample regardlessof the
number of times it is split. All laboratories used shall be identified on the DMR attachment.
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B. Effluent Toxicity Limihtions

and Monitoring

Requirements

4. During the period beginning on the effective date and lasting through the expiration date, the permittee is authorizedto
discharge from outfall 0 14: combination of internal Outfalls 005, 06.4,06B and 008 to the Monticello Reservoir
Such discharge shall be limited and monitored by the permittee as specified below:

EFFLUENT
CHARACTERISTICS

DISCHARGE

MONITORING

REQUIREMENTS

WET Chronic Testing

‘Quarterlyaverageis defined as the mean of percenteffectsfor all valid testsperformedduringthe monitoringperiod following the
proceduresgiveninPartV.BA.d.Maximumisdefinedasthehighest
percenteffec%ofall
validtestrpcrformedduringihemonitoringperiod
in PactV.B.4.d
following the procedures
‘See PartV.B.4 for additionaltoxicity reportingrequirements.MR = Monitor and Repott.
’ Valid tests must be separated
by at least 13 days (from the time the first sample is taken to start one test until the time the first sample is
takento star?a differenttest). Thereis no remiction on whena new testmaybeginfollowing a failedor invalidtest.
a. Samples used to demonstrate compliance with the discharge limitations and monitoring requirementsspecified above
shall be taken at or near the final point-of-discharge but, prior to mixing with the receiving waters or other waste
stresms.
b. If only one valid test is conducted during a quarter, results from that test must be used to assesscompliance with the
quarterly average limit as well as the maximum limit. If more than one valid test is completed during the quarter, the
mean percent inhibition of all valid tests must be used to demonstrate compliance with the quarterly average limit.
c. Valid test results from split samplesshall be reported on the DbIR. For reporting an averageon the DMR, individual
valid results for each test from a split sample are averaged first to determine a sample nlue. That value is averaged
with other sample results obtained in the reporting period and the average ofall sampleresults reported. For reporting
the maximum on the DMR, individual valid results for each test from a split sample are averagedfirst to determine a
sample.value. That value is compared to other sample results obtained in the reporting period and the maximum ofall
sample results reported. For the purposesof reporting, split samples are reported as a single sampleregardlessof the
number of times it is split All laboratories used shall be identified on the DMR attachment.
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C. Groundwater Monitoring Requirements
1.

During the period beginning on the effective date and lasting through the expiration date, each of the
monitoring wells, GW 8,9, 12, 13A & 15, shall be sampled by the permittee as specified below:

PAR4METER,

MEASUREMENT FREQUENCY

SAMPLE METHOD

U’ater Table Elevation, MSL tenth/feet
Ammonia
Field pH, standard units
Field Specific Conductivity, umhosicm
Iron, Total, mpil
Lead, Total, mg/l
Nitrate
Sulfate, mgll
Total Dissolved Solids, mg/l

Semiannually
Semiannually
Semiannually
Semiannually
Semi3nnuully
Semiannually
Semiannually
SemiaMually
Semiannually

Bail
Bail
Bail
Bail
Bail
Bail
Bail
Bail
Bail

Method
Method
Method
Method
Method
Method
Method
Method
Method

2.

Sample collection methods shall be in accordancewith EPA’s “Environmental Investigations Standard
Operating Procedures and Qualily Assurance Manual”, November 2001, and the most recent version of
SCE&G/VC Summer Groundwater Monitoring Plan.

3.

AI1 groundwater monitoring wells must be properly maintained at all times.

4.

On an annual basis, the monitoring wells shall be sampied for Volatile Organic Compounds - EPA Method
8260.

0
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D. Sludge Monitoring Requirements
N/A
E. Soil Monitoring Requirements
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Part IV. Schedule of Compliance
A. Schedule(s)
1. For Whole Effluent Toxicity limitations on Outfall 012:
The permittee shall achieve compliance with the effluent Toxicity limitations specified for discharges in
accordance with the following schedule:
(a).

Within 90 days of the effective date of this permit, the permittee shall submit to the Department a
mixing zone study plan for alternate toxicity requirements.

(b).

In sufEcient time to attain compliance with the proposed limit but not less than 90 days before
the final compliance date, complete the mixing zone study and submit a final report for
Departmental approval accompanied by a written request for a permit modification on toxicity.
The final report shall include:

(9

Discussion of the toxicity requirements.

(ii)

The proposed test concentrations for acute and chronic toxicity, as appropriate, which
are justified by the demonstration.

(iii)

The mixing zone dimensions.

69

A demonstration that the mixing zone has been minimized in accordancewith Water
Classifications & Standards (R.61-68) Section C.7.

(4

A statementas to whether the&charge will comply with the proposed limit along
with a summary of the data used in determining this.

a

B.

(c).

Interim reports of progress describing measures to comply with the toxicity limits shall be
submitted to the Department every nine months beginning(nninemonths from theiwumce date)
until Qhe final comt&mce date). The last date may not be a full nine months.

(d).

On or before [one year after the efictiw date of the permit), the Permittee shall be in
compliance with the WET iimitations on Page 3 1 for Outfall 012.

Reports of compliance or noncompliance with, or any progress reports on, interim and final requirements
contained in any compliance schedule of this permit shall be submitted no later than I4 days following each
scheduled date.
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Part V. Other Requirements
A. Effluent Requirements
I. There shall be no discharge of floating solids or visible foam in other than trace amounts, nor shall the
effluent cause a visible sheen on the receiving waters.
2. Unless authorized elsewhere in this Permit, the permittee must meet the foIlowing requirements concerning
maintenance chemicals for the following waste streams: once-through noncontact cooling water,
recirculated cooling water, boiler blowdown water, and air washer water. Maintenance chemicals shall be
defined as any man-induced additives to the above-referencedwaste streams.
a. Detectable amounts of any of the one hundred and twenty-six priority pollutants is prohibited in the
discharge, if the pollutants are present due to the use of maintenance chemicals.
b. Slimicides, algicides and biocides are to be used in accordance with registration requirements of the
Federal Insecticides, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act.
c. The use of maintenance chemicals containing bis(tributyltin) oxide is prohibited.
d. Any maintenance chemicals added to the above-referencedwaste streams must degrade rapidly, either
due to hydrolytic decomposition or biodegradation.
e. Discharges of maintenance chemicals added to waste streams must be limited to concentrations which
protect indigenous aquatic populations in the receiving stream.
f. The permittee must keep sufticient documentation on-site that would show that the above requirements
are being met. The information shall be made available for on-site review by Department personnel
during normal working hours.
g. The occurrence of instream problems may necessitatethe submittal ofchemical additive data and permit
modification to include additional monitoring and limitations.
3. The company shall notify SCDHEC in writing no later man sixty (60) days prior to instituting use of any
additional maintenance chemicals in the cooling water system. Such notification shall include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Name and general composition of the maintenance chemical
Quantities to be used
Frequency of use
Proposed discharge concentration
EPA Registration number, if applicable
Aquatic toxicity information

4. Beginning November I, 2002, the practical quantitation limit (PQL) using the analytical methods stated
below shall be used for sampling and reporting results for mercury,
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.A.nalvticalMeth! ::
EPA 166911631C

e

PJ&
0.0005 p&$1

The permittee shall use the results obtained from mercury sampling to calculate reasonablepotential in
accordance with Part TI.G.2.d.iii.l ofthe permit rationale. Reasonablepotential may be evaluatedaPiereach
sample using the guidelines established in the permit rationale. (In accordance with Part II.J.4.b.(l), zero
may be used in the calculation when the PQL stated above is achieved.) At any time reasonablepotential is
determined not to exist, the permittee may submit a written request to the following address requesting
mercury monitoring be discontinued.
SC. Department of Health and Environmental Control
Bureau of WatenTndustrial, Agricultural and Storm Water Permitting Division
2600 Bull Street
Columbia, South Carolina 29201
Upon Departmental concurrence, a new DMR will be sent to the permittee with no mercury monitoring
included. If the discharge causes,has the reasonable potential to cause or contributes to an instream water
quality violation for mercury based on two years of data, the permit may be reopened to include additional
requirements and/or limitations on mercury.
5. The Water Quality-Based Effluent Limitations (WQBEL) for the parameterslisted are not quantifiable using
EPA-approved analytical methods. Therefore, the practica1quantitation limit (PQL) using the analytical@
method stated below shall be considered as being in compliance with the limit provided appropriate
biological monitoring requirements are incorporated into the permit.
Parameter
Mercury, Total
Total Residual Chlorine

Analvtical Method
EPA 1669/1631C
SM4500ClB, C, D, For G

mL
0.0005 fig11
50 Pdl

6. This permit may be reopenedto eliminate monitoring requirements if reasonablepotential is determinednot
to exist or to include limitations if the discharge causes,has the reasonable potential to causeor contributes
to an instream water quality violation for copper, iron and manganesebased on two yearsofdatacollected at
the sampliig fkquency stated in Part III.
B. Whole ErTluent Toxicity and Other Biological Monitoring Requirements
1. For the limits identified in Part IILB.l:
a. A three brood chronic toxicity test shall be conducted at the frequency stated in Part RIB, “Effluent
Toxicity Limitations and Monitoring Reqnirements,” using the CTC of 100% and the following test
concennations: 0% (control), 50%, 60%, 71% and S4% effluent. The permittee may add additional test
concentrations without prior authorization from the Department provided that the test beginswith at least
10 replicates in each concentration and all data is used to determine permit compliance.
b. The test shall be conducted using EPA Method 1002.0 in accordance with “Short-Term Methods foc
Estimating Chronic Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving Waters to Freshwater Organisms,”
(EPA’600/4-9 l/002; 3”’ed., 1994) using Ceriodaphnia dubia as the test species.
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c. In determining compliance with permit limits for chronic toxicity, the permittee shall use the
3parameter logistic regression (3PLR) model assuming a Poisson distribution as recommended’in the
DHEC Bureau of Water document entitled “Options for Data Analysis of Whole Effluent Toxicity
Testing Required by NPDES Permits,” September 2001 for calculating biological effect (percent
inhibition) at the applicable CTC.
d.

Percent effect is the difference behveen control and test group performance expressed as a
test group peformance
)* rao )
percentageof control group performance, or % effe = (i control group pe~ofonnance
where performance is survival or reproduction. The permittee shall report the percent effect on both
Ceriodaphnia dubia survival and reproduction at the CTC. Overall percent effect is the greater of
the percent effect on survival and reproduction. Average and maximum overall percent effect shall
not exceed the limits on the appropriate limitations page in Part ,III.B.

e.

A test shall be invalidated if any part of Method 1002.0 is not followed or if the laboratory is not
certified at the time the test is conducted. The permittee shall use the additional test acceptance
criteria (TAC) identified in the “Options for Data Analysis of Whole Effluent Toxicity Testing
Required by NPDES Permits,” September 2001. As such, tests must be invalidated if the applicable
TACs are not met. The following additional TACs must also be used and applied uniformly to all
tests for invalidation during every reporting period:
(1) The most recent valid reference toxicant test must be within laboratory control limits as determined
from individual laboratory control charts.
(2) The most recent valid reference toxicant test was completed less than 30 days prior to the completion
of the WET test required by this permit.

f. The Department reserves the right of independent decision regarding the validity, acceptability, or
outcome of any test, after review of raw data an&or water chemistry bench sheets.
g. All valid toxicity test results shall be submitted on the DHBC form entitled “DMR Attachment for
Toxicity Test Results” in accordance with Part II.L.4. In addition, results from all invalid tests must be
appended to DMRs, including lab control data, The permittee has sole responsibility for scheduling
toxicity tests so as to ensure there is sufficient opportunity to complete and report the required number of
valid test results for each monitoring period.
h. If the discharge complies with all applicable toxicity Ii&s for four consecutive quarters, the permittee
may request that the Department decreaseWET monitoring requirements.
i.

The permittee is responsible for reporting a valid test during each monitoring period. However, the
Department acknowledges that invalid tests may occur. All of the following conditions must be satisfied
for the permittee to be in compliance with limitations on ‘Whole Effluent Toxicity (WBT) for a particular
monitoring period when a valid test was not obtained.
(1) A minimum of five (5) tests have been conducted which were invalid in accordance with Part

-..
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V.B. 1.e above;
(2) The data and results of all invalid tests are attached to the DMR;
(3) At least one additional State-certified laboratory is used after two (2) consecutive invalid tests were
determined by the first laboratory. The name(s) and lab certification number(s) of the additional
lab(s) shall be reported in the comment section of the DMR; and
(4) A valid test was reported during each of the previous three reporting periods.
If these conditions are satisfied, the permittee may enter “II” in the appropriate boxes on the toxicity
DMR and add the statement to the Comment Section of the DMR that ‘H indicates invalid tests.0
j.

2.

This permit maybe modified basedon new infotmation that supports amodification in accordancewith
Regulation 61-9.122.62 and Regulation 61-68.D.

a. A 48-hour static acute toxicity test shall be conducted at the frequency stated in Part IILB Effluent
Toxicity Limitations and Monitoring Requirementsusing a control and the following effluent dilutions
including the acute test concentration (ATC) of: 0% (controi), 50%, 60%, 71% 84% and 100% (ATC)
effluent. The test shall be conducted using C’eriodaphniadubiu as the test organism in accordancewith
“Methods for Measuring the Acute Toxicity of Effluents to Freshwater and Marine Organisms”
EPAl600/4-901027F.
b. If the test group Ceriadaphnia dubia snrvival is less than the control group survival by a percent
significant at the O.OSalevel (95 percent one-endedconfidence level), the test shaI1be deemed a
failure.
c. (1) The permittee must report on the discharge monitoring report @MR) form whether the test
passesor fails at the specified ATC. If the test fails, the number “1” shall be placed on the form.
If the test Passes,the number “0” shall be placed on the form. If more than one test is performed
during a monitoring period (including tests from split samples), the worst case result shah be
reported on the DMR. The DMR Attachment for Toxicity Test Results shall also be completed
and submitted with the DMR.
(2) The permittee must report on the discharge monitoring report @MIX) form the No Observed Effect
Concentration (NOEC) of the dilution series noted in (a) above. The NOEC is defined as the highest
(least dilute) dilution that is below the lowest (most dilute) dilution that fails according to the criterion
in (b) above when each dilution listed in (a) is compared to a common control. Under this definition,
dilutions above (less dilute than) the NOEC may pass according to the criterion in (b) above.
d. Four consecutive quarters of acceptabletoxicity testing results at the ATC may result in reduced
testing in lieu of quarterly tests.
3. For the limits identified in Part III.B.3:

a
a. A three brood chronic toxicity test shall be conducted at the frequency stated in Part IKB, “Effluent
Toxicity Limitations and Monitoring Requirements,”using the CTC of 100% and the following test

l
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concentrations: 0% (control), 50%, 60%, 71% and 84% effluent. The pennittee may add additional test
concentrations without prior authorization from theDepartment provided that the test begins with at least
10 replicates in each concentration and all data is used to determine permit compliance.
b. The test shall be conducted using EPA Method 1002.0 in accordance with “Short-Term Methods for
Estimating Chronic Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving Waters to Freshwater Organisms,”
(EPA/600/4-911002; 3* ed., 1994) using Ceriodaphnia dubia as the test species.
c. In determining compliance with permit limits for chronic toxicity, the permittee shall use the
3-parameter Iogistic regression (3PL.R) model assuming a Poisson distribution as recommended in the
DHEC Bureau of Water document entitled “Options for Data Analysis of Whole Effluent Toxicity
Testing Required by NPDES Permits,’ September 2001 for calculating biological effect (percent
inhibition) at the applicable CTC.
d.

Percent effect is the difference between control and test group performance expressed as a
test group pe~ommce
) * loo ,
percentage of control group performance, or % effecf = (2 control group performance
where performance is survival or reproduction. The permittee shall report the percent effect on both
Cerioduphnia dubia survival and reproduction at the CTC. Overall percent effect is the greater of
the percent effect on survival and reproduction. Average and maximum overall percent effect shall
not exceed the limits on the appropriate limitations page in Part l3X.B.

e.

A test shall be invalidated if any part of Method 1002.0 is not followed or if the laboratory is not
certified at the time the test is conducted. The pennittee shall use the additional test acceptance
criteria (TAC) identified in the “Options for Data Analysis of Whole Effluent Toxicity Testing
Required by NPDES Permits,” September 2001. As such, tests must be invalidated if the applicable
TACs are not met. The following additional TACs must also be used and applied uniformly to all
tests for invalidation during every reporting period:
(1) The most recent valid reference toxicant test must be within laboratory control limits as determined
from individual laboratory control charts.
(2) The most recent valid reference toxicant test was completed less than 30 days prior to the completion
of the WET test required by this w-mit.

f. The Department reserves the right of independent decision regarding the validity, acceptability, or
outcome of any test, after review of raw data and/or water chemistry bench sheets.
g. -411valid toxicity test results shall be submitted on the DHEC form entitled “DMR Attachment for
Toxicity Test Results” in accordance with Part II.L.4. In addition, results kom all invalid tests must be
appended to DMRs, including lab control data. The permittee has sole responsibility for scheduling
toxicity tests so as to ensure there is sufficient opportunity to complete and report the required number of
valid test results for each monitoring period
h. If the discharge complies with all applicable toxicity limits for four consecutive quarters, the permittee
may request that the Department decreaseWET monitoring requirements.
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The permittee is responsible for reporting a valid test during each monitoring period. However, the
Department acknowledges that invalid tests may occur. All ofthe following conditions must be satisfied
for the permittee to be in compliance with Limitations on \$‘hole Effluent Toxicity (WET) for a particular
monitoring period when a valid test was not obtained.
(1) A minimum of five (5) tests have been conducted which were invalid in accordance with Part
V.B.1 .e above;
(2) The data and results of all invalid tests are attached to the DMR;
(3) At least one additional State-certified laboratory is used after two (2) consecutive invalid tests were
determined by the first laboratory. The name(s) and lab certification number(s) of the additional
lab(s) shall be reported in the comment section of the DMR, and
(4) A valid test was reported during each of the previous three reporting periods.
If these conditions are satisfied, the permittee may enter “H” in the appropriate boxes on the toxicity
DMR and add the statement to the Comment Section of the DMR that “H indicates invalid tests.0
This permit may be modified basedon new information that supports a modification in accordancewith
Regulation 61-9.122.62 and Regulation 61.68.D.

l

4. For the limits identified in Part LLI.B.4:
a. A three brood chronic toxicity test shall be conducted at the f?equency stated in Part ELB, “Effluent
Toxicity Limitations and Monitoring Requirements,” using the CTC of 100% and the following test
concentrations: 0% (control), 50%. 60%, 7 1% and 84% effluent. The permittee may add additional test
concentrations without prior authorization &urn the Department provided that the test begins with at least
10 replicates in each concentration and all data is used to determine permit compliance.
b. The test shalI be conducted using EPA Method 1002.0 in accordance with “Short-Term Methods for
Estimating Chronic Toxicity of Effluents and Receiving Waters to Freshwater Organisms,”
(EPN600/4-911002; 3d ed., 1994) using Ceriodaphnia dubia as the test species.
c. In determining compliance with permit limits for chronic toxicity, the permittee shall use the
3-parameter logistic regression (3PLR) model assuming a Poisson distribution as recommended in the
DHEC Bureau of Water document entitled “Options for Data Analysis of Whole Eflluent Toxicity
Testing Required by NPDES Permits,” September 2001 for calculating biological effect (percent
inhibition) at the applicable CTC.
d.

Percent effect is the difference between control and test group performance expressedas a
test group perfmzonce ) * loo ,
percentage of control group performance, or % effect = (Z control group perfrmance
d,
where performance is survival or reproduction. The permittee shaI1report the percent effect on both
Ceriodophnia dubia survival and reproduction at the CTC. Overall percent effect is the greater of
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the percent effect on survival and reproduction. Average and maximum overall percent effect shall
not exceed the limits on the appropriate limitations page in Part 1II.B.
e.

A test shall be invalidated if any part of Method 1002.0 is not followed or if the laboratory is not
certified at the time the test is conducted. The permittee shall use the additional test acceptance
criteria (TAC) identified in the “Options for Data Analysis of Whole Effluent Toxicity Testing
Required by NPDES Permits,” September 2001. As such, tests must be invalidated if the applicable
TACs are not met. The following additional TACs must also be used and applied uniformly to all
tests for invalidation during every reporting period:
(1) The most recent valid reference toxicant test must be within laboratory control limits as determined
from individual laboratory control charts.
(2) The most recent valid reference toxicant test was completed less than 30 days prior to the completion
of the WET test required by this permit.

f. The Department reserves the right of independent decision regarding the validity, acceptability, or
outcome of any test, after review of raw data and/or water chemistry bench sheets.
g. All valid toxicity test rest&s shall be submitted on the DHEC form entitled “DMR Attachment for
Toxicity Test Results” in accordance with Part II.L.4. In addition, results from all invalid tests must be
appended to DMRs, including lab control data The permittee has sole responsibility for schede
toxicity tests so as to ensurethere is sufficient opportunity to complete and report the required numbero,f
valid test results for each monitoring period.
h. If the discharge complies with ail applicable toxicity limits for four consecutive quarters, the permittee
may request that the Department decreaseWET monitoring requirements.
i.

The permittee is responsible for reporting a valid test during each monitoring period. However, the
Department acknowledges that invalid tests may occur. All ofthe following conditions must be satisfied
for the permittee to be in compliance with limitations on Whole Effluent Toxicity (WET) for a particular
monitoring period when a valid test was not obtained.
(1) A minimum of five (5) tests have been conducted which were invalid in accordance with Part
V.B.1.e above;
(2) The data and results of all invalid tests are attached to the DMR;
(3) At least one additional State-certified laboratory is used aftertwo (2) consecutive invahd tests were
determined by the fist laboratory. The name(s) and lab certification number(s) of the additional
lab(s) shall be reported in the comment section of the DtiIR, and
(4) A valid test was reported during each ofthe previous three reporting periods.
If these conditions are satisfied, the permittee may enter “H” in the appropriate boxes on the toxic!I! ,
DMR and add the statement to the Comment Section of the DMR that “H indicates invalid tests.0
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a

This permit may be modified basedon new information that supports a modification in accordancewith
Regulation 61-9.122.62 and Regulation 61-68.D.

C. Ground\vater Requirements
N/A
D. Sludge and Other Land .4pplication Requirements
I. .411waste oil and solid and hazardous waste shall be disposed of in accordancewith the rules and regulations
of SCDHEC’s Bureau of Land and Waste Management, including intake screen backwash.
E. Othe: Conditions
1. The wastewater treatment plant has been assigneda classification of Group m
in the Permit to Construct
which was issued by the Department. This classification corresponds to an operator with a Grade of-.
2. The permittee shall maintain an all weather accessroad to the wastewater treatment plant, land application
areas, and appurtenancesat all times.

a

3. The permittee shall monitor alIn~rameters consistent with conditions established by this permit on the &
&n&v of every calendar month, unless otherwise approved by this Departmem Additional monitoring, as
necessaryto meet the frequency requirements of this permit shall be performed by the permittee.
4. The South Carolina Department ofHealth and Environmental Control has determined pursuant to Section
3 16(b) of the Act that the location, design, construction, and capacity of the cooling water intake structure
reflects the best technology available for minimizing adverse environmental impact. Ifthe cooling water
intake structure is relocated a new Section 3 16(b) report will be required.
5. There shall be no discharge of polychlorinated biphenyl compounds such as those commonly used for
transformer fluids.
6. The Permittee shall not store soil nor other similar erodible materials in a manner in which runoff is
uncontrolled, nor conduct construction activities in a manner which produces uncontrokd runoff unless
such uncontrolled runoff has been specifically approved by SCDHBC. “Unconnolled” shall mean without
sedimentation basin or other controls approved by SCDHEC.
7. Discharge of any waste resulting from the combustion of chemical metal cleaning wastes, toxic wastes, or
hazardous wastes to any waste stream that ultimately discharges to waters of the United States is prohibited
unless specifically authorized elsewhere in this permit.

a

8. The permittee shall maintain at the permitted facility a record of the method(s) used in measuring the a
discharge flow:
Estimate-pump curve, production chart, water use records
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Instantaneous-bucket and watch, weir and gauge,
Continuous - totahzer, continuous chart recorder

parshall
flume

*

9. Low volume waste sources shall mean, takencollectively as if from one source, wastewater from all sources
except those for which specific limitations are otherwise established in this permit. Low volume wastes
sources include, but are not limited to, wastewaters from wet scrubber air pollution control systems, ion
exchange water treatment systems,water treatment systems, boiler blowdown, floor drains, cooling tower
basin cleaning wastes, and recirculating house service water systems. Sanitary and air conditioning wastes
are not included.
10. a. If the Permittee elects to determine site specific limits for metals, th.e procedure must be one of the
following:
1. The Recalculation Procedure as specitied in Appendix B, “The Recalculation Procedure,”which is
contained in the “Interim Guidance On Determination and Use of Water-Effect Ratios for Metals,”
February 1994 (EPA Manual EPA-823-B-94-001). Sections IV and V of the “Guidelines For Deriving
Numerical National Water Quality Criteria For the Protection of Aquatic Grganisms and Their Uses,”
1985 (National Technical Information Service Number PB-85-227049) will be used in conjunction with
the “Interim Guidelines” in the recalculation procedure.
2. The Water-Effect Ratio Procedure as specified in the “Interim Guidance on Det ermination and Use
of Water-Effect Ratios For Metals,” February 1994 (EPA Manual EP.4-823-B-94-001).
a
3. The Resident Species Procedure as specified in “Guidelines for Deriving Numerical Aquatic Site
Specific Water Quality Criteria by Modifying National Criteria,” October 1984 (EPA Manual EPA60013-84-099).
4. An EPA-Approved, Scientifically-Defensible Procedure that is also accepted by the Department.
b. Prior to determining a site specific limit for metals, the Permittee will advise the Department of their
intention and will provide, as a minimum within 120 days of the effective date of this Permit, the
following:
1. The procedure that will be followed.
2. A Plan of Study that includes any proposed testing, as well as any data collection and analysis.
3. A schedule for initiating and completing any testing, data collection, documentation review,
information analysis and compilationofthe final report that is to be submitted. The schedule,when
approved by the Department, will be incorporated into and become part of the Permit requirements.
C.

The Plan of Study will be submitted to the Department for review and approval prior to beginning the
study. Upon approval, the Plan of Study will be incorporated into and made a part of this Permit by
reference. Any proposed modifications to the approved Plan of Study must be approved by
Department prior to their being incorporated into the approved Plan of Study.
iIf

d. Interim reports on the progress of the site specific limits determination wiI1 be submitted to the
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Department every six months from the effective date of this Permit until the final report is submitted to
and approved by the Department. Interim reports will be due on the last working day of the month..
e. The proposed site specific limit for any parameter shall not exceed a value that protects human health
according to the Water Classifications and Standards Regulation f&61-68).
f. Should a site specitic limit be justified by the Permittee and acceptedby this Department, this Permit
would be modified (subject to EPA Region IV certification for major facilities) to change the limits
contained in Part I to conform to the limits contained in the fnal report when approved by the
Department. The action to change the permit limits may also require a modification to the Schedule of
Compliance to allow for construction or other activities, if necessary. In certain situations, the detection
limit as determined by the Department may be the limiting condition.

l

l
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Permit No. SCOO3OS56RATIONALE
Permitting Engineer: Christina H. Lewis

October 14,2002

Name of Facility: VC Summer Nuclear Station
NFDES Permit No.:SC0030856
Facility Rating: Major q (EPA review required)
Minor q (EPA review may be require& see below)

PrimawlndushvCaieeories
Adhesives
andsealants
Aluminumforming
Auto andotherlaundries
Batrelymanufachxi”g

Facility Location: Jenkinsville, South Carolina.
County: Fairfield County
Watershed: Basin 05 (Broad River Basin)

Coal mining
Coil coating
Copperforming
Electricaland electmnic components

Permit based on NPDES Permit Application: 2C & 2E
Application Received Date: 4/17/2002

Electroplating
Explosives
manufacturing
Faundries
Gumandwoodchemicals
Inorganicchemicalsmanufacturing

Issuance (New) 0

Reissuance q

Modification 0

If this application is for a new or expansion of an existing facility, an
antidegradation review may be required per the requirements of R&l68.D.
Facility Description (include SIC code): This facility is a nuclear power plant.
Discharges consist of process wastewater through Outfalh 003 & 014 and
internal outfalls 004, 06A, 06B, 007, & 008. Outfall 001 discharges oncethrough non-contact cooling water and 005 is sanitary wastewater. SIC Code
is4911
+Is any discharge subject to any of the F’rimxy Industry C&g&es identified
in R.61-9.122, Appendix A as Iisted’at right? Yes (If yes, EPA review
required.)
Indicate category(ies) applicable and Regulations governing the discharge:
Steam Electric Gtiidelines

Iron and steelmantiaating
Leathertanningand finishing
Mechanical
productsmanufacturing
Nonferrousmetal manufacturing
Ore mining
Organicchemicalsmanufacturing
Paint and ink formulation

Pesticides
Pelmkumretining

Pharmaceuticalprepamtior,~

Phatogmphic
equipment
andsupplies
Plasticsprocessing
Plasticandsyntheticmaterials
manufacturing
Porcelaincmmeling
Printingandpublishing
Pulpandpapermills
Rubberpmcessing
Soapandd&agentmanufacturing
steamelectricpowerplants
TextileMills
Timber Produck Pmceaing

Receiving Water: Lake Monticek and Broad River
Receiving Water Classification (see R61-69 for water classifications): Fresh
water
+Does this discharge(s) have the potential to affect waters in another state? No (If yes, EPA review required.)
Is the discharge to Impaired Waters?: Yes
If Yes, list the monitoring station number and parameter(s) causing impairment: B-337 for fecal coliform

l

*Average Discharge Flow: (QJ (MGD): 674.92 (from permit application) (EPA review required for any average
discharge exceeding 0.5 MGD)
-+Is this permit for a Federal facility with a daily average flow greater than 0.05 MGD (from all sources)? No (If yes, EP.4
review required.)

l
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Stream Data from WasteloadAllocation dated (WlSiO2)
Receiving Stream Flow Data
74 10 at dischargepoint (Q&
Average Annual Flow at dischargepoint (‘4fl,)

cfs
0.000
0.000

1 MGD
1 0.000
1 0.000

Is the discharge above a drinking water intake? Yes, Intake #S20103,City of Columbia, Broad River
Map showing the SWF’area and the discharge point included: Yes
Source Water Protection Stream Flow Data
7410 at source water protection’area boundary (Qvx.)
Annual Flow at source water protection areabo

cfs
) MGD
( 592.820 ) 38

1

Data from Discharge Monitoring Reports (DMRs) and NPDES permit application (including all subsequentdata presented)
f?om 11’97- 5!02 has been used to evaluate permit limitations.

l L GENERAL
INFoRMATIoN
A. The effluent from this facility may be subject to the requirements of any of the following regulations: R.61-9.125,
129, 133, and 403; 40 CFR Part 136; Subchapter N (40 CFR Parts 400 through 402 and 404 through 471); R619.503. R.61-9.504 and R61-9.505.
B. Authority: This permit is written in accordancewith applicable laws and regulations including, but not limited to,
Regulation 61-9, Regulation 61-68, Pollution Control Act +mdClean Water Act.
C. Under R61-9.124.8 (Fact Sheet), a fact sheet shall be preparedfor every draft permit for a major NPDES facility or
activity, for every Class I sludge managementfacility, for every NF’DES draft permit that incorporatesa variance or
requires an explanationunder section 124.56(b), and for every draft permit which the Department finds is the subject
of wide-spread public interest or raises major issues. The Rationale will be included as an attachment to the Fact
Sheet prepared under this reg&ion.
D. The conclusions noted in the Rationale establish proposedeffluent limitations and permit requirements addressed
in R61-9.122.43 (Establishing Permit Conditions), R61-9.122.44 (Establishing Limitations, Standards and other
permit conditions) and other appropriate sections of R61-9.
II. RATIONALE GUIDANCE PROCEDURES
A. The receiving stream 7410, annual average stream flow at the discharge point, and 7410 and annual avenge
s@eamflow at the boundary of the source water protection area above a proposed or existing drinking water intake
(if applicable) are determined by the SCDHEC’s Wasteload Allocation Section. The 7410 and Annual Average
Flow are based on information published or verified by the USGS or an estimate extrapolation from published or
verified USGS data. These flows may be adjusted by the Wasteload Allocation Section to account for existing
water withdrawals that impact the stream flow. The 74 10 (or 3045 if provided by the applicant) and annual
average flow at the dischargepoint or 7410 (or 3045 if provided by the appIicant) and annual average flow at the
boundary of the SWF’area for a proposed or existing drinking water intake wiI1 be used to determine dilution

l
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factors, as appropriate, in accordance with R.61-68.C.4.a & 4.b for aquatic life, human health, and organoleptic
effects respectively.

B.calculating
Water and organism consumption and drinking water MCL data will be evaluated as human health values when
dilution factors. “The Department may, after Notice of Intent included in a notice of a proposed
NPDES permit in accordance with Regulation 61-9.124.10, determine that drinking water MCLs or W/O shall not
apply to discharges to those waterbodies where there is: no potential to affect an existing or proposed drinking
water source and no state-approved source water protection area.” For permitting purposes, a proposed drinking
water source is one for which a complete permit application, including plans and specifications for the intake, is on
tile with the Department at the time of consideration of an NPDES permit application for a discharge that will
affect or has the potential to affect the drinking water source.” See R.61-6S.E.12.c(5). The Department defines the
source water protection (SWP) area to be the primary SWF area delineated by the Source-Water Assessment and
Protection (SWAE’) Program initiated by the EPA and required by the states to identify SWP areas to protect
drinking water sources. Using the procedure described in the document entitled, “Determination of the Primary
and Secondary Source-Water Protection Areas for Selected Surface-Water Public-Supply Systems in South
Carolina, 1999,” USGS Water Resource Investigations Report 00-5097, the primary SWF area for a drinking water
intake is the area which encompassesall 14digit Hydrologic Unit Code (HUC) basins that adjoin streams,
tribut+es, and reservoirs between an intake and the ups&earn IO-percent exceedawe, 24-hour travel distance
(TOT& The entire basin above a drinking water intake has been designated as the SWP area where the drainage
area is equal to or less than one HUC basin or is estimated to have less than 24-hours of instream travel time
between the intake and the HUC basin in the headwatersof the drainage basin.

0

of numeric criteria to protect human health: If separate numeric criteria are given for erg
c.,Application
consumption, water and organism consumption (W/O), and drinking water Maximum Contaminant Lev
9

s
(MCLs), they shall be applied as appropriate. The most stringent of the criteria &al1 be appIied to protect the
existing and classified uses ofthe waters of the State. SeeR.61-68.E.12.b(1).

D. Numeric criteria have been established in RdldS based on organoleptic data (prevention of undesirable taste and
odor). For those substanceswhich have aquatic life and/or human health numeric criteria and organoleptic numeric
criteria, the most stringent of the three shall be used for derivation of permit effluent limitations. See R.61-6S.E.11.
E. Sampling Frequency: Samples and measurementstaken for the purpose of monitoring shall be representative of the
monitored activity. Monitoring results must be conductedaccording to test procedures approved under 40 CFR Part
136, unless other test procedures have been specified in the permit (R.61-9.122.41). Typically requirements to
report monitoring results shall be establishedon a case-by-casebasis with a frequency dependent on the nature and
effect of the discharge but in no case less than once a year (R.61-9.122.44)
F. Compliance Schedules:
1. A person issuedan NPDES permit by the Departmentwho is not in compliance with applicable effluent standards
and limitations or other requirements contained therein at the time the permit is issued, shall be required to
achieve compliance within a period of time as set forth by the Department, with effluent standardsand limitations,
with water quality standards,or with specific requirementsor conditions set by the Depxtment. The Department
shall require compliance with terms and conditions of the permit in the shortest reasonableperiod of time as
determined thereby or within a time schedulefor compliancewhich shall be specified in the issuedpermit.
2. If’a time schedulefor compliance specified in an NPDES permit which is established by the Department, exe
nine (9) months, the time schedule shall provide for interim dates of achievement for compliance with
applicable terms and conditions of the permit. (R61-9.122.47)
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G. Procedure for establishing effluent limitations:
1. Eflluent Ii&s (mass and concentration) for Five day Biochemical Oxygen Demand (BOD,), Ultimate Oxygen
Demand (UOD), Dissolved Oxygen (DO), Total Ammonia Nitrogen (as iY), and Nutrients arc estabiished by
the ‘lvasteload Allocation @‘LA) Section, with considention given to technology-basedlimitations,
a. Five day Biochemical Oxygen Demand BODs, Ultimate Oxygen Demand (UOD), Dissolved Oxygen
mv:
Effluenr limits for conventional oxygen demanding constituents PODS, UOD and DO) are established to
protect in-stream water quality and uses, while utilizing a portion of the assimilative capacity of the
rezxing water. The ability of a water body to assimilate oxygen-demanding substancesis a function of its
ph:srcai and chemical characteristics above and below the discharge point Various mathematical
rechmques. called models, have been developed to estimate this capacity. The Department follows the
procedures as outlined in the “State/EPA Region IV Agreement on the Development of Wasteload
Allcations,Total Maximum Daily Loads and NPDES Permit Limitations” dated October 30, 1991 (as
updated) for determining the assimilative capacity of a given water body. Mathematical models such as
QUALZE and QUALZE-UNCAS are used in accordance with “Enhanced Stream Water Quality Models
QUAL2E and QUAL2EJJNCAS: Documentation and Users Manual” (EPA/600/3-87/007; dated May
1957) as updated. BODr and UOD values determined from modeling results will be used in permitting as
monthly average derived limits (C!&. Daily maximum derived limits will be determined by multiplying
the monthly average value by two.
0
For facilities subject to effluent guidelines limitations or other technology-based limitations, BODr will
also be evaluated in accordance with the applicable industrial categorical guidelines. These parameters
will be identified in Part III of this rationale when they are applicable to the permit.
b. Total Ammonia Nitrogen (as N):
Ammonia limitations based on oxygen demand 411 be determined from modeling information as described
above. These values will be use; 2s monthly average derived limits and a daily maximum will be
detcnnined by multiplying the mop.: biy average derived limit by two. These values will be compared with
the ammonia water quality criteria for protection of aquatic life from Regulation 61-68, Attachment 3 and
any categorical limitations. The more stringent of the limitations will be imposed. Calculations for aquatic
life criteria and other wasteload recommendations will be shown later in Part III of this rationale when
ammonia is a pollutant of concern.
c. Discharges of Nutrients:
In order to protect and maintain lakes and other waters of the State, consideration is given to the control of
nutrients reaching the waters of the State. Therefore, in accordancewith regulation R61-68.E.9, the
Department controls the nutrients as prescribed below. Nutrient limitations will be determined from the
best available information and/or modeliig performed by the Wasteload Allocation Section to meet these
watei quality standards.
i.

Discharges of nutrients &om all sources, including point and nonpoint, to waters of the State shaI1be
prohibited or limited if the discharge would result in or if the waters experiencegrowths of
*
microscopic or macroscopic vegetation such that the water quality standardswould be violated or the
existing or classified usesof the waters would be impaired. Loading of nuhicnts shall be addressedon
an individual basis as necessaryto ensure compliance with the narrative and numeric criteria.
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ii. Numeric nutrient criteria for lakes are based on a” ecoregional approach which takes into account the
geographic location ofthe lakes within the State and are listed below. These numeric criteria are
applicable to lakes of 40 acres or more. Lakes of less than 40 acres will continue to be protected by
the narrative criteria.
I.

for the Blue Ridge Mountains ecoregio” of the State, total phosphorus shall not exceed 0.02 mgil,
chlorophyll a shaI1not exceed 10 ugl, and total nitrogen shall not exceed 0.35 n&l

2. for the Piedmont and SoutheasternPlains ecoregions of the State, total phosphorus shall not
exceed 0.06 mg!l, chlorophyll a shall not exceed 40 ugil, and total nitrogen shall not exceed 1.50
mgil
3. for the Middle Atlantic Coastal Plains ecoregion ofthe State, total phosphorus shall not exceed
0.09 mg/l, chlorophyll a shall not exceed40 “&‘I, and total nitrogen shall not exceed 1SO mp;i.
iii. I” evaluating the effects of nutrients upon the quality of lakes and other waters of the State, the
Departme”t may consider, but not be limited to, such factors as the hydrology and morphometry of the
waterbody, the existing and projected trophic state, characteristics of the loadings, and other control
mechanisms in order to protect the existing and classified uses of the waters.
iv. The Department shall take appropriate action, to include, but not limited to: establishing numeric
effluent limitations in permits, establishing Total Maximum Daily Loads, establishing waste load
allocations, and establishing load allocations for nutrients to ensure that the lakes attain and main
“il,
the above narrative and numeric criteria and other applicable water quality standards.
v. The criteria specific to lakes shall be applicable to all portions of the lake. For this purpose, the
Departnxnt shaI1define the applicable area to be that area covered when measured at f&l pool
elevation.

2. Effluent concentration limits (C&& for parameters other tha” the parameters listed in G.1.a-c above are
establishedusing the following procedures:

7QI0 of the receiving stream at the discharge point in mgd. (may require adjWrne”t for
withdrawals)
Average AnnuaI Flow (AAF) of the receiving stream at the discharge point in mgd. (may
require adjustment for withdrawals)
74 10 of the receiving streamat the SWP Area boundary in mgd.
Average Annual Flow (AAF) of the receiving stream at the SWP Area boundary in mgd.
Long term average dischargeflow in mgd.

Qw.
.4AFd

QW.
AAF,

Qd

a. Determine dilution factors:
The following information is to be used (where applicable) for establishing effluent concentration limits:

DF,:

Dilution factor based on 7QlO of the receiving stream at the discharge point (Q&. This dilution
factor is used to determine the derived limits for protection of the following aquatic life and hunxm
health concerns for the reaso”s indicated:
i.

Aquatic Life (see R.61-68.C.4&)). Protection of aquatic life on a short-term basis is ne8
at the point where aquatic organismsbecome exposed to the discharge.

ii. Human Health - Organism Consumption for parameters identified as non-carcinogens per
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R.61-6S.C.4.b(1). Protection for human health on a short-term basis for consumption of
aquatic organisms is needed zt the point the aquatic organisms become exposed to tb.e
discharge.

DF::

Dilution factor, at the discharge point, based on the Average Annual Flow of the receiving stream
at the discharge point (RUd). This dilution factor is used to determine the derived limits for
protection of the following human health and organoleptic concerns for the reasonsindicated:
i.

Human Health - Organism Consumption for parameters identified as carcinogens per R6168.C.4.b(1). Protection for human he&h on a long-term basis to prevent cancer due to
consumption of aquatic organisms is needed at the point the aquatic organisms become
exposed to the discharge where it enters the stream

ii. Organoleptic effects per R.61-6S.C.4.b(1). Protection for taste and odor issues r&red to the
discharge is needed at the point where the discharge enters the stream

DF,:

Dilution factor based on the 7410 at the source water protection area boundary for protection of a
proposed or existing water intake downstream of the discharge (Q,& This dilution factor is used
to determine the derived limits for protection of the following human health concerns for the
reasons indicated:
i.

Human Health - Water and Orga&sm Consumption for parameters identified as noncarcinogens per R61-68.C.4.b(1) and E.12.c(5) to protect for short-term healtb.effects when
the discharge is above any drinking water intake. Protection of human health relative to
drinking the water kom the stream and consuming aquatic organisms from the same stream is
provided by this criterion, but drinking the water withdrawn from the stream may require a
potentially higher level of protection in terms of appIicable dilution than consumption of
organisms. In addition, to satisfy the requirements of R.61-68.C.lO(a), the Department has
determined that dilution at the boundary of the Source Water Protection area wiIl protect the
drinking water intake to meet this requirement.
For discharges affecting the primary SWP area, diIution will be determined using the largest
TOT,, flow along the SWP area boundary upstream of the drinking water intake of concern. If
multiple drinking water intakes are present below the discharge, the SWP area of the intake
closest to the discharge will be pro&ted. ifthe entire basin is designatedas the SWP area, the
boundary will be the TOT,, at the beginning of the basin, even if it is outside the Stave
boundaries (e.g. North Carolina).

ii. Human Health - Drinking Water Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) for parameters
identified as non-carcinogens per R61-68.C.4.b(1) and E.12.c(5) to protect for short-term
health effects when the discharge is above any drinking water intake. Protection of human
health relative to drinking the water from the stream after convenrional treatment per R.61-

l
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68.G.8 and 10 is provided by this criterion. In addition, to satisfy the requirementsof R.6168.C.lO(a), the Department has determined that dilution at the boundary of the Source Water
Protection area will protect the drinking water intake to meet this requirement.
For dischargesaffecting the primary SWP area, dilution will be determined using the largest
TOT,, flow along the SWP area boundary upstreamof the drinking water intake of concern. If
multiple drinking water intakes are present below the discharge,the SWP area of the intake
closest to the discharge will be protected. If the entire basin is designatedas the SWP area, the
boundary will be the TOT,,, at the beginning of the basin, even if it is outside the State
boundaries(e.g. North Carolina).

DF,:

Dilution factor based on the Average Annual Flow at the source water protection area boundary
for protection of a proposed or existing water intake downstreamof the discharge(AAF; )
This dilution factor is used to determine the derived limits for protection of the following human
health concerns for the reasonsindicated:
i.

Human Health-Water and Organism Consumption for parametersidentified as carcinogens
per R61-68.C.4.b(1) and E.lZ.c(S) to protect for long-term health effects due to cancer
the discharge is above any drinking water intake. Protection of human health relative
.Tb
drinking the water from the stream and consuming aquatic organismsiium the samestream is
provided by this criterion, but drinking the water withdrawn &m the stream may require a
potentially higher level of protection in terms of applicable dilution than consumption of
organisms. In addition, to satisfy the requirements of R61-68.C.lO(a), the Department has
determined that dilution at the boundary of the Source Water Protection area will protect the
drinking water intake to meet this requirement.
For dischargesaffecting the primary SWP area, dihttion will be determined using the largest
TOT,, flow along the SWP areaboundary upstreamof the drinking water intake of concern. If
multiple drinking water intakes are present below the discharge,the SWP area of the intake
closest to the discharge will be protected. If the entire basin is designatedas the SWP area,the
boundary will be the TOTlo at the beginning of the basin, even if it is outside the State
boundaries(e.g. North Carolina).

ii. Human Health - Drinking Water Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) for parameters
identified as carcinogens per R61-58.C.4.b(1) and E.12.c(5) to protect for long-term health
effects due io cancer when the discharge is above any drinking water intake. Protection of
human health relative to drinking the water from the stream and consuming aquatic organisms
from the same stream is provided by this criterion, but drinking the water withdrawn from the
stream may require a potentially higher level of protection in terms of applicable dilution than
consumption of organisms. Jn addition, to satisfy the requirement5of R61-68.C.10(2), the
Department has determined that dilution at the boundary of the Source Water Protection area
will protect the drinking water intake to meet this requirement.
0
For dischargesaffecting the primary SWP area, dilution will be determined using the largest
TOT,, flow along the SWP area botmw upstreamof the drinking water intake of concern. If
multiple drinking water intakes are present below the discharge,the SWP area of the intake
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closest to the discharge will be proiected. If the entire basin is designated as the SWP area, the
boundary will be the TOT,, al the beginning of the basin, even if it is outside the State
boundaries (e.g. North CaroIina).

Dilution Factors (using formidas above):
( 1.00
0.5

DFx
OF,, if applicable

OF,, if applicable

I 1.00
1.57
1 3.61

I

b. Determine monthly averagederived limits using the following procedures:
Freshwater Stream Standard (basedon an established criteria or other published data per R.61-68)
for protection of Aquatic Life; may be a CCC or CMC as defined below
Stream Standard (‘based on an established criteria or other published data per R61-58), for
protection of Human Health -Organism Consumption
Stream Standard (based on an established criteria or other published data per R.61-68). for
protection of Human Health - Water & Organism Consumption. Applicable oniy if any potion of
the mixing zone for this discharge is in a state-approved source water protection area for a
proposed or existing water intake downstream of the wastewater treatment plant discharge point.
WQS, Stream Standard (based on an established criteria or other published data per R61-68), for
‘Drinking Water MCL (Maximum Contaminant Level). Applicable only if any portion of the
,mixing zone for this discharge is in a state-approvedsource water protection area for a proposed or
existing water intake downstream of the wastewater treatment plant discharge point.
WQS,: Seeam Standard (based on an established criteria or other published data per R61-68), based on
Organoleptic Data
.^
..&Ii/C Concemation limit derived Tom aquatlc kte Ma
C,Concentration limit derived from human health data ss determined f?om organism (C,),
water/organism (C.&md MCL (C,) data
Concentration limit derived i?om organoleptic data
Cd
Background concentration of the concerned parameter in mgfl determined from ambient
G
monitoring data or data provided by appticant The 90” percentile of ambient monitoring data for
aquatic life protection for the parameters identified in the Appendix (Water Quality Numeric
Criteria) to Regulation 61-68 from the last 3 years, or whatever is available if less than 3 years,
will typically be used per the procedures used for 303(d) listing. The median value of ambient
monitoring data for human health protection for the parameters identiiied in the Appendix (Water
QuaIity Numeric Criteria) to Regulation 61-68 from the last 3 years,or whatever is available if less
than 3 years, will typically be used per the procedures used for 303(d) listing. The background
concentration is assumed to be zero (0) in the absence of actual data based on Departmental
guidance and EPA recommendation.

l

i.

Determine the derived lit

for protection of Aquatic Life (C,&

1, The following guidelines apply to determining aquatic life limits:

m
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a. Typically, the Criterion Mazzimum Concentration (CMC) is applied as a daily maximum
derived limit and the Criterion Continuous Concentration (CCC) is applied as a monthly
average derived limit, after consideration of dilution and background concentrations.
Exceptions exist based on EPA criteria and are indicated for specific parameters. The CMC
and CCC for specific metals will be adjusted using the procedures in 60 FR 22229, “Water
QuaIity Standards; Establishment of Numeric Criteria for Priority Toxic PolIutants; States’
Compliance-Revision of Metals Criteria,” May 4, 1995 and the “Technical Guidance on
Interpretation and Implementation of Aquatic Life Metals Criteria,” Oct. 1, 1993 and applied
as a daily maximum and monthly average; respectively, after consideration of diiution and
background concentrations.
b. If only a ChK! exists for a particular parameter, a daily maximum derived permit limit only
(no monthly average) will be set using that value, after consideration of dilution and
background concentrations. If only a CCC is given, it will be used as a monthly average
derived limit and the daily maximum derived limit will be two (2) times the value obtained for
the monthly average based on a simplified statistical procedure for determining permit limits
recommended in Section 5.4.2 of the US EPA’s “Tech&a1 Support Document for Water
Quality-based Toxics Control”, EPA/505/2-90-001, March 1991 (hereafter known as the TSD)
considering an assumed coefiicient of variation (CV) of 0.6 and 95’” percentile occurrence
probability.
c. If only an acute toxicity effect concentration for a number of species for a particular pollut t
is given as a LC& the lowest concentration should be divided by an acute-to-chronic
(ACR) of 10 and a sensitivity factor of 3.3, for an acceptable instream concentration in o9 er
to protect against chronic toxicity effects (from R61-68.E.14.a(1)). Other acute toxicity data
will be handled similarly. The value obtained from this calculation will be wed as a monthly
average derived limit after consideration of dilution and background concentrations. The daily
maximum will be two (2) times the value obtained for the monthly average based on a
simplified statistical procedure for determinin g permit limits recommended in Section 5.4.2 of
the TSD considering an assumed coefficient of variation (CV) of 0.6 and 95* percentile
occurrence probability.
d. lf a chronic toxicity effect concentration for a number of species for a particular pollutant is
given as a no observed effect concentration (NOEC), the lowest concentration should be
divided by a sensitivity factor of 3.3 in order to protect against chronic toxicity to the most
sensitive species @om R61-68.E.14.=(2)). Other chronic toxicity data will be handled
similarly. The value obtained f?om this calculation will be used as a monthly average derived
limit after consideration of dilution and background concentrations. The daily maximum wil1
be two (2) times the value obtained for the monthly average based on a simplified statistical
procedure for determining permit limits recommended in Section 5.4.2 of the TSD considering
an assumed coe&ient of variation (CV) of 0.6 and 95”percentile occurrence probability.
e. If both acute and chronic data are available for a particular pollutant, monthly average derived
limit will be calculated as in c and d above for each acute and chronic, respectively. The more
stringent of the monthly average derived limits will be the monthly average derived limit used
after consideration of dilution and background concentrations. The daily maximum will be
two (2) times the value obtained for the monthly average based on a simplified statist’
procedure for determining permit limits recommended in Section 5.4.2 of the TSD consida
an assumed coefficient of variation (CV) of 0.6 and 95’ percentile occurrence probability.
2. Consider the background concentration (C.) of the parameter of concern. If the background
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concentration is equal to or greater than the applicable stream standard (WQS, as defined above)
for the parameter of concern, then the derived concentration limit (C,,*) for that parameter and for
the protection of that stream standar& is established equal to the stream standard (F+‘@). An
exception exists where the naturally occurring instream concentration for a substance is higher
than the derived permit effluent limitation. In those situations, the Department may establish
permit effluent limitations (C,,) at a Ievel higher than the derived limit, but no higher than the
natural background concentration. In such cases, the Department may require biological instream
monitoring and/or whole effluent toxicity (WET) testing (See R.61-68.E.lZ.c.2). i.e.
If C, is not based on naturally occurring concentrations and
C, 2 WQS
Then
&,irc =

WQS

If Ca is based on naturally occurring concentrations and

C, 2 WQS
Then
c,,,, < c, Ihn s c, .
Otherwise, the limits are establishedas described in Item 3 or 4 below.
3. For the parameterslisted in Table A below, Regulation R61-68 Section E.12 provides for the use
of the EPA Office of Water Policy and “Technical Guidance on Interpretation and Implementation
of Aquatic Life Metals Criteria”, October 1, 1993. A subsequent revision pubIished in the Federal
Register (60 FR 22229) on May 4, 1995 updated the data in the original report. See R61-68
Attachment 1 “Conve-rsion Factors for Dissolved M&Is” and Attachment 2 “Parameter for
Calculating Freshwater DissoIved Metals Criteria that are Hardness-Dependent”. The following
equations and constants will be used to calculate aquatic life metals limits based on the Federal
Register data The water quality standard for these metals (CCC or CMC) will also be adjusted
using this approach in accordance with Regulation 61-68.E.lZ.d(3) for evaluation of ambient
water quality.

l

Effluent Total Suspended Solids (TSS) concentration in mglr from actual or proposed
monthly average.permit limits.
TS& Background or in-stream Total Suspended Solids (TSS) concentration. The background
TSS is assumed to be 1 mgil in the absence of actual stream data based on the 5th
percentile of ambient TSS data on South Carolina streams from 1993-2000.
TSS, Average in-stream (mixed) TSS concentration.
Conversion factor considered most relevant in fresh water for aquatic life as defmed by
CF
EPA in dissolved metals documents for each listed metal
Hardness in n&l of CaCO3. Per R.61-68.E. l2.a(3), the CMC and CCC are based on a
H
hardnessof 25 m&l if the ambient hardnessis less than 25 mgfl. Concentrations of
hardnessless than 400 rr@l may be based on the. actual mixed stream hardnessif it is
greater than 25 mgil and less than 400 mg!l and 400 mg/l if the ambient hardnessis
greater than 400 mgil. The background hardnessis assumedto be 25 mg/l in the absence
*
of actual strearr’data Mixed stream hardness may be determined using effluent hardness
and actual stream hardness.
K, Metal-specific equilibrium constant
Met&specific constant
a
TSS*
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l

K,
Kd
Cd
c,
S

Linear partition coefficient
Linear partition co&icient for use in the derivation of an adjusted water quality standard
Dissolved phase metal concentration
Total metal concentration
a constant to representthe CCC or CMC

The following table lists the values for the constants, the CCC and CMC, the recommended values of the
conversion factor (CF), and the adjusted CCC and CMC:
Table A

* The equationsfor calculatingthe CCC, CMC, and conversionfactors are given in the Appendixto Reg
6168 and Attachmentsland 2 for eachparameter.The valuesgiven for the CMC and CCC and CF in
table are basedon 25 miUigmms!liter(mgii) hardness(as expressedas CaCO,).
Effluent TSS concentration (TSX) (mgll) (basedon monthly average permit limit)

6.4

Background or In-stream TSS concentration (TSSJ (mgil)

1

Calculated In-stream Average TSS concentration after mixing (Tm,) (ma)

6.40

From Technical Guidance Manual for Performine Waste Load Allocations Book II. Rivers
and Streams,EPAJ44Ot4841022:
s = ccc

0rCMC

Cd =SxCF
To determine the adjusted water quality standard (WQS,), use S and the equation for Cd
abow and the following equations:

To determine the effluent limit (C,,,)

, use S and the equation for Cd above and the
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following equations:

K, = K,, x ( Tss,s 1”
C,=C,x(l+(K,xTSS,~IO”)j
Once C, has been calculated, it is mukiplied by OF, and background concentrations are
accounted for to obtain the monthly averagederived limit (C,,,):

4. For all other parameters not included in paragraph 3, Table A, monthly average derived limits
(C.,& for aquatic life protection are calculated as follows:

ii. Determine derived limit for protection of Human Health
1. The following guidelines apply to determining human health limits:
a. The human health criterion g&n by Regulation 61-58 will be applied as a monthly
average derived limit after consideration of dilution and background concentrations (C,.
,). Exceptions exist based on EPA criteria and are indicated for specific parameters. No
limits on human health based on water and organism consumption or drinking water
MCLs will be imposed if there is no potential to affect a drinking water intake or source
water protection area (i.e., if there is no intake downstream of the discharge).
b. The daily maximum permit limit will be determined l?om the monthly average value from
(a) above md a multiplier (M) determined using a statistical procedure recommended in
Section 5.5 using average = 95uLpercentile from Table 5-3 in tie. TSD. The permitted or
proposed rmmb~ of sampIes per month (n) is used with the coefficient of variation (CV)
to determine M. CV is assumedto be 0.6 as a default value if information is not known.

where:

a
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CV = coefficient of variation of the effluent concentration=

Srd. Deviation
Mean

n = the number of effluent samples per month (where frequency is less than
I/month, n =1)
i” = the percentile exceedaxe probability for the daily maximum permit limit
(=2.326 for 99’ percentile basis)
z. = the percentiIe exceedanceprobability for the monthly average petit limit
(=I.645 for 95” percentile basis)
Cfm-=~*CcHH-4
2. Consider the backgmund concentration (CJ of the parameter of concern. If the background
concentration is equal to or greater than the applicable stream standard (WQ.$ as defined above)
for the parameterof concern, then the derived concentration limit (C,,) for that parameterand for
the protection of that stream standard is established equal to the stream standard (WQS). An
exception exists where the naturally occurring instream concentration for a substanceis higher
than the derived permit effluent limitation. In those situations, the Department may establish
permit effluent limitations (Ceh) at a level higher than the derived limit, but no higher than the
natural background concentration. In such cases,the Department may require biological instream
monitoring an&or whole effluent toxicity (WET) testing (See R61-68.E.12.c.3).
If C, is not basedon naturally occurring conccn&ationsand
C, 2 WQS
Then
C, =WQS.
IfCb is basedon nahxally occu&g concentrationsand
C, 2 WQS
Tllen
c #” <C@.,
SC,.
Otherwise.,the limits are establishedas describedin Items 3-6 below.
3. Human Health-Organism Consumption (Co&.
a

For Carcinogens
The Monthly Average is calculated as follows:
c,=cD~xwQs~~,-yc,~~~)}

b. For Noncarcinogens
The MonthIy Average is calculated as follows:

0
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4. Human Health - Water and Organism Consumption (C.,)
a. For Carcincwens
The Monthl; Average is calcuIated as follows:

b. For Non-carcinogens
The Monthly Average is calculated as ~GXK

C, =(D~xWQSw+x(~)}
5. Human Health -Drinking Water Maximum Contaminant Level (MCL) (C-J.
a

For Carcinogens
The Monthly Average is calculated as follows:

b. For Non-carcinogens
like Monthly Average is calculated as follows:

6.

Organoleptic

crita-is (Cd).

The Monthly Average is calculated as follows:

c. Determine most stringent of applicable data using the monthly average derived limits determined or
calculated above:
C,, = minimum of (C+, C, CL, CL, Cd GJ
Note:

If a CMC is present for the parameter of concern, the daily maximum derived limit obtained
from that calculation must also be considered under reasonablepotential.

a
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d. Determine whether the discharge causes, has the reasonable potential to cause or contributes to a water
quality violation.
Regulation 61-9.122.44(d)(I)(i) states: “Limitations must control all pollutants or pollutant parameters
(either conventional, nonconventional, or toxic pollutants) which the Department determines are or may be
discharged at a level which will cause, have the reasonablepotential to cause,or contribute to an excursion
above any State water quality standard, including State narrative criteria for water quality.”
When determining whether a discharge causes,has the reasonable potential to cause or contributes to an
instream excursion, the Department will use procedureswhich account for controls on point and nonpoint
sources of pollution, the variability of the pollutant in the effluent, the sensitivity of the species to toxicity
testing (when evaluating whole effluent toxicity), and, where appropriate, the dilution of the effluent in the
receiving water (R61-9.122.44(d)(l)(ii)).
Based on the above statements,there are three scenarioswhen limitations are required, as follows:
i.

When data provided by the permit applicant indicates flues greater than the proposed limitation
derived above, that discharge will cause an excursion above a narrative or numeric water quality
criterion.

ii. A discharge will be determined to contribute to an excursion of a water quality criterion when the
waterbody is impaired (e.g., on the 303(d) list) for the parameter of concern and that parameter is also

a

111.Reasonableuotential to cause a water quality violation is determined using the following information:
Chapter 3 of the TSD provides inf’ormation for determining the need for permit limits based on the
regulatory statements above. A statistical procedure is also presented in Chapter 3 for use in
determining reasonable potential from effluent data. “National Guidance for the Permitting,
Monitoring, and Enforcement of Water Quality-Based Effluent Limitations Set Below k~alytical
DetectioniQuantitation Level” draft dated March 22, 1994, offers recommendations on how to
interpret data below detection capabilities to make a reasonablepotential analysis.
AU polIutants given in a wasteload allocation or an effluent limitation guideiine will be limited in the
permit.
When effluent data consists of nonquantifiable/nondetectable values or when no effluent data is
available, other factors and information are consideredto determine reasonablepotential. in situations
where a pollutant is latown to be present in the wastestream (due to production data or other
information), we bow it is being discharged and has the potential to impact even though it may not be
quantifiable. The fact that it is present will be enough information to say reasonablepotential exists for
that pollutant. Therefore, a reasonablepotential decision is based on various data and information, and
not just nonquantiftabie/nondetecrable data. Consideration is given to existing data, dilution in the
stream, type of receiving water, designated use, type of industryiwastestream, ambient data, history of
compliance, and history of toxic impact. If any source of information indicates reasonablepotential to
cause, or contribute to an exceedance of the water quality standard, a water quality limit wiI1 be
developed.

l

Note: The rehlt of the following calculations may indicate that reasonable potential does not
exist. However, as stated above, other information may “override” this numerical
determination to justify the need for a Limit.
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a

I. The procedure for determining reasonablepotential from actual effluent data is explained in Box
3-2 on page 53 of the TSD. Multiplying factors arc determined from Table 3-2 at a 95%
confidence level and 95% probability in Section 3.3.2. The foIlowing describes the procedures
used for determining reasonable potential for chemical-specific parameters and WET, under
certain circumstances. More information on determining reasonablepotential for WET is given in
Item 2 below.
Step 1: Data Analysis: The statistical cakulations involved in the “Reasonable Potential” analysis
require discrete numerical data. The following describes how the effluent data will be used in
determining reasonablepotentiaL
Actual analytical results should be used whenever possible. Results less than detection and
quantification should be used as follows:
a

If the pennittee reports results below the practical qua&&ion limit (PQL) (as defined by
the p&t),
then the reported “less than PQL” value for a given sample is assumed to be
?.CO.

b. If the permittee uses a detectionlquantification level that is greater than the PQL, then the
reported “less than” value for a given sample is assumedto be a discrete value equal to the
detectionlquantification level used by the permittee.
a
c. If the reported data consists of both discrete and non-discrete values and/or the data is
reported using varying detection/quantification levels, then a combination of the above
two approaches is used, or the data is evaluated in a manner that is most appropriate for
t!lat data set.
Note:

For information on the acceptable anaIytica1 methods and PQLs please refer to
NPDES permit application attachment titled “PracticaI Quantitation Limits (FQL) and
Approved Test Methods.”

Step 2: Using data fkom the permit application, other data supplied by the applicant and/or Discharge
Monitoring Report (DMR) data, determine the totaI number of observations (n) for a particukr
set of eflluent data and determine the highest value (C,) f?om that data set. For the monthly
average comparison, the data set will include monthly average results and n will be the number
of months in which they sampled in the time period being evaluated. When there is also a
daily maximum comparison, the data set wil1 in&de daily maximum results and n wiIl be the
total number of samples in the time period being evaluated. individual results may not
necessarily be used in the calcuiation.
Step 3: Determine the coefficient of variation (0’) for the data set. For a data set where nz.10, the CV
is cakulated as standard deviation divided by mean for the data set being evaluated. For data
set where n40, the CV is estimated to equal 0.6. For less than 10 items of data, the
uncertainty in the CV is too large to calculate a standard deviation or mean with sufficient
confidence.
CV =0.6

for n <IO

*
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GV=a

for n>10
P

where: LT = Standard Deviation of the samples
,tf = Mean of the samples
Step 4: Determine the appropriate multiplying factor (,&IF) from either Table 3-2 or using the formuiae
in Section 3.3.2 of the TSD.
a. Determine the percentile representedby the highest concentration in the sample data.

p. = (I - Confidence Level)“”
where: p” = Percentite representedby the highest concentration in the data
n = number of samples
ConfidenceLevel = 0.95 i.e. 95%
b. Determine the multiplfing factor (A@)),which is the relationship between the percentile
described above (C,) and the selectedupper bound of the lognormal effluent distribution,
which in this case win be the 95* percentile (C,).

where: Z, is the stantied
Z-score for the 95* percentile of the standardized
normal distribution = 1.645
Z, is the standardized Z-score for the p” percentile of the standardized normal
disQiiution.(detennined in (b) above)
Note:

The values of Z-scoresare listed in tablesfor the normal dirlribution. Ifusing
Microso~ Exel, this cm be calculated using the NORh4SIiWfimction.

CT*= l&v*

+I)

CT= 7 ln(CV~ +I)
Step 5: Multiply the highest Value from the data set (C,) by the multiplying factor (MF) determined
in Step 4 to obtain the maximum receiving water concentration (R WC’).

RWC=C,,xMF
Step 6: RWC
exist.

Derived monthly average limit (C,,)

implies that a reasonable potential does not

R WC > Derived monthly averagelimit (Cm”) implies that a reasonable potential exists.
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0

Note: If a CMC is available for a given parameter, the daily maximum value will be used in
addition to the monthly average for a determination of reasonablepotential.
2. Reasonable potential for WET will be determined from numerical data using one of the foiiowing
procedures:
a. When the effluent data is given as LCro and/or NOEC values:
Step 1: Convert the given LC, and NOEC values to toxic units, rV, for acute data and rV, for
chronic data, respectively, using the following formulae:

Step 2: Using DMR data or other data provided by the applicant, determine the total number of
observations (n) for a particukr set of effluent data and determine the highest value (77J,
- or WC, -) from that data set.
Step 3: Determine the coefliciertt of variation (0’) for the data set. For a data set where n>lO, the a
CY is calculated as standard deviation divided by mean. For data set where ~10, the CV
is estimated to equal 0.6. For less than 10 items of data, the uncertainty in the CYis too
large to calculate a standard deviation or mean with sufficient confidence.
Step 4: Determine the appropriate multiplying factor (MF) from either Table 3-2 or using the
formulae in Sectiod~3.3.2.(see iii.1, Step 4 above).
Step 5: Multiply the highest value of rV,,
or rV, lllli from the data set by the multiplying factor
(A4F) determined in Step 4 and the dilution at the edge of the mixing zone (the test
concentration obtained from mixing zone modeling or demons@ation) to obtain the
maximum receiving water concentration (RWC)

R WC for Acute Toxicity = [TU,., * NF * cont. ut MZboundary]
RWC for Chronic Toxicity = [rV, - * MF * mm. at MZ boundmy~
0.3*?V, implies that a reasonablepotential does not exist
Step 6: RWC for Acute Toxicity
RWC for Acute Toxicity > 0.3 *TV. implies that a reasonablepotential exists

RWC for Chronic Toxicity I.O*Tu, implies that a reasonablepotential does not exist
R WC for Chronic Toxicity >I.O*N, implies that a reasonablepotential exists
b. When pass/fail effluent data only is available and all tests have passed,the Department may be
able to determine reasonable potential in a manner similar to Item I above assuming the test
concentration of interest is greater than or equal to the concentration at which the permittee
has tested. If the permittee has not tested at or above the test concentration of interest, the a
Department cannot say that reasonablepotential does not exist, unless perhaps, circumstances
related to the discharge have changed. If any failures exist in the data set that cannot be
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removed, reasonablepotential may be determined to exist.
c. Where WET results are given as percent effect, the procedures in Item 1, Steps l-6 above are
followed. In the case of WET in these circumstances, &,, will be 25% for the monthly
average and 40% for the maximum since these are the limits for WET testing as a percent
effect preferred by the Department.
e. Determine permit limits based on water quality data
i.

When the discharge is determined to cause or have the reasonable potential to cause a water quality
violation for a particular parameter, except WET, Iimits are needed. Limits are WicaIly based on the
monthly average values calculated from G.2.c above. However, daiIy maximum values may be
evaluated under reasonable potential under certain circumstances. If reasonable potential exists for
either average or maximum derived limits, limits on both are needed per Regulation 61-9.122.45(d).
1. If the monthly average from G.2.c is based on a wasteload allocation for oxygen-demanding
pollutants and nutrients and
a. no CMC exists, the water quality limits are
monthly average = C,
daily maximum = 2 x C,
b. a CMC exists (for ammonia), the water quality Iimits are
monthly average = C,
and the daily maximum is the most stringent of
daily maximum = 2 x C,
or
using CMC as WQS in G.2.b.i.3 or4
daily maximum = C2. If the monthly average from G.2.c is based on aquatic life data given as a CCC, if the discharge
causes, has the reasonable potential to cause or contributes to a water qualiw violation based on
the monthly average and a CMC also exists for the parameter, the water quality limits are
monthly average= C+- using CCC as WQS in G.2.b.i.3 or4
daily maximum = Cw using CMC as WQS in G.2.b.i.3 or 4
3. Ifthe monthly average from G.2.c is based on aquatic life data given as a CCC and if the discharge
does not cause, have the reasonablepotential to cause or contribute to a water quality violation for
that monthly average, but a CMC also exists for the parameter and the discharge causes,has the
reasonable potential to cause or contributes to a water quality violation based on that daily
maximurq the water quality limits are
monthly average= C,,, using CCC as WQS in G.Z.b.i.3 or 4
using CMC as WQS in G.Z.b.i.3 or4
daily maximum = C4. If the monthly average t?om G.2.c is based on aquatic life data given as a CCC or other acute or
chronic data and no CMC exists for the parameter, the water quality limits are
monthly average= C,
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a

daily maximum = 2 x C,,
5. If no CMC exists and the monthly average from G.2.c is based on human health (organism, w/o,
MCL) data, the water quality limits are
monthly average= C,,
daily maximum = M x C& using the calculation for M from G.Z.b.ii. 1.b
6. If a CMC exists and the monthly average from G.2.c is based on hunan health (organism, w/o,
MCL) data, the water quality limits will be
monthly average= C,
and the daily maximum will be the most stringent of
daily maximum = M x C, using the calculation for M from G.2.b.ii.l.b
or
daily tnaximum= Cwbusing CMC as WQS in G.2.b.i.3 or 4
7. If no CMC exists and the monthly average from G.2.c is based on organoleptic data, the water
quality limits are
0
monthly average= C,
daily maximum = M x C, using the calculation for M from G.2.b.ii.l.b
8. If a CMC exists and the monthly average f&n G.2.c is based on organoleptic data, the water
quality limits will be
monthly average= C,
and the daily maximum will be the most stringent of
daily maximum = M x C, using the calculation for M from G.2.b.ii.l.b
or
daily maximum = C&-using

CMC as WQS in G.2.b.i.3 or 4

9. If only a CMC exists, then the water quality limits will be no monthly average and
daily maximum = C,,using

CMC as WQS in G.Z.b.i.3 or 4

ii. If the discharge is determined to cause or have the reasonable potential to cause a water quality
violation for WET, permit limitations will be expIained in the rationale for that parameter.
iii. If the discharge is determined to contribute to an existing water quality violation, monthly average anda
daily maximum limits will be set giving no credit for dilution of the receiving stream (end-of-pipe
limits) basedon the criteria in Item 1 above.
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f.

Consider Eftluent Limitations Guidelines (ELG or Categorical guidelines)
The more stringent of the effluent limitations guidelines average and maximum derived limits and water
quality-derived average and maximum limits determined in e above shall be used as permit limits, unless
other information indicates more stringent limits are needed as indicated in the notes at the end of this
section. Categorical limitations based on mass may first be converted to concentration using the long term
average flow of the discharge for both the monthly average and daily maximum calculations, unless the
applicable guidelines require use of an ahemate flow.
I.

For Effluent guidelines based on production, limits will be calculated as follows:
ELG lim = c (ELGprod)(ELti)

where

ELGlim: the mass limit, in IWday, for an applicable pollutant based on the production
ELGprodr the production rate, in ibs, for the appticable guideline(s), usually based on long term
average data
ELG: the eflluent guideline limitation, given as a measure of production (e.g. lbs/iOOO lbs), for an
applicable pollutant
2. For Effluent guidelines based on flow, limits wil1 be calculated as follows:

ELG h-n = c (ELGfow)(ELG)(S.34)

where

ELGZim :the mass limit, in Ibs/day, for an applicable pollutant based on applicable flow
ELGprod: the long term average flow rate, in MGD, for the applicable guideline(s)
ELG: the concentration limitation, in mg/l, for an applicable pollutant from the applicable guideline(s)
a. For BOD and TSS limits based on OCPSF EEluent Guidelines with two or more applicable
subparts in subparts B-H , the limits will be calculated as follows:

ELG, = c

subpart production
total OCPSF production

(ELG lim) where

ELG,,: the f& OCPSF limitation, in K&day
ELGZim: the limitation, in Ibs/day, determined from the calculation in item 2 above.
H. Other considerations

1. When the derived permit effluent limitation

basedon aquatic life numeric criteria is below the practical
quantitation limit for a substance,the derived permit effluent limitation shaI1include an accompanying
statement in the.pe@ that the practical quantitation limit using approved analytical methods shall be
considered as being in compliance with the limit. Appropriate biological monitoring requirements shall be
incorporated into the permit to determine compliance with appropriate water quality standards. (R.6 I68.E.12.c(2))

a

2.

When the derived permit eftkent limitation based on human health numeric criteria is below the practical
quantitation limit for a substance, the derived permit effluent limitation shall include an accompanying
statement in the permit that the practical quantitation limit using approved analytical methods shall be
considered as being in compliance with the limit. (R.61-68.E.12.~(3))
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Note 1: The effluent concentration limits de&mined above may not necessarily be the NPDES permit limit.
NPDES Permit limits are determined after a reasonable potential analysis is conducted using these
derived limits and also afier evaluating other issues(e.g. anti-backsliding).
Note 2: Mass iimitations may be required in certain circumstances. When mass limits are calculated the
formula to be used is as follows.

Mass (lb/day) = Flow (mgd) * Concentrationfmgs4)* 8.31
Note 3: Final Limitations will typically be rounded to two (2) significant figures (based on EPA’s policy with
its national criteria) while considering the PQL for a given parameter. Rounding will be performed
using the folIowing procedure (as recommendedby the DHEC lab):
a. If the digit of interest is even and the number following it is a five (5), the digit of interest remains
the same.
b. If the digit of interest is odd and the number following it is a five (5), the digit of interest is
rounded up.
c. If the digit of interest is even or odd and the number following it is between 0 and 4, the digit of
interest remains the same.
d. If the digit of interest is even or odd and the number following it is between 6 and 9, the digit o A
interest is rounded up.
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III. PERMIT LIMITATIONS

AND MONITORING REQUIREMENTS

Outfall 001
Outfall 00 1 discharges once-through non-contact cooling water at an averagerate of 674 MGD to the Monticello Reservoir.
Outfall 007 is an internal outfall to Outfall OOlwhich consists of low volume waste. Applicable guidelines for this outfall
are the Steam Electric Point Source Category for existing sources.

1. Previous permit limits (effective 101111997):
Monthly average: Monitor and Report, MGD
Daily Maximum: Monitor and Report, MGD
Sampling Frequency: Continuous
Sample Type: Estimate
2. NPDES Application (ZC & 2E): (No. of flow analyses: 12)
Long Term AverageValue: 674.92 MGD
Mximum Daily Value: 738.72 MGD

3. DMR Data: The highest flow was reported on 11lOl as 738.7 MGD

l

4. Conclusion:
Monthly average: M & R
Daily maximum: M&R
Sampling Frequency: Continuous
Sampling Type: Estimate

Total Suspended Solids iTSS)
1. Previous permit limits (effective 1011/1997):
Monthly average: N/A
Daily Maximum: N/A
2. NPDES Appiication (ZC & 2E): (No. of TSS analyses: 1)
Long Term Average Value: NIA
Maximum Daily Value: 6.4 mgJl

3. DMR Data: NIA
4. Water Quality Data: N/A
5. Effluent Limitation Guidelines: N!A
6. Other information: N/A

7. PQL: 1000 lrgn
I)

8. Conclusion: There shall be no limit for TSS.
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1, Previous Permit Limits (effective 10/l/1997): 6.0 - 8.5 standard units.
Sampling Frequency: 1iMonth
Sample we: Grab

2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): (No. of pH analyses: 12)
Minimum: 7.15 standard units.
Maximum: 7.57 standard units.
3. DMR Data: The highest pH was reported on 4i97 as 8.4 S.U.and the lowest pH was reported on 2/28 as 6.01 S.U.
4. Water Qualiry Data: Eftluent Limits for pH are established in accordance with Reg. 61-68.G. IO. For CIass Fresh
Water this value is 6.0 - 8.5 standard units.
5. Effluent limitation guidelines: N/A
6. Other information:
7. PQL: Not applicable
8. Conclusion: pH should be between 6.0 S.U.and 8.5 S.U.
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Grab

1. Previous permit limits (effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly average: MR
Daily maximum: 113OF(45’C)
Sampling frequency: Continuous
Sample type: Continuous
2. NFDES Application (2C & 2E):
summer:
Long Term Avg: 38.4OC
Daily Max: 43.5”C
Winter:
Long Term Average: 23.5”C
Maximum Daily Value: 37.3’C
3. DMR Data: The highest value was reported on 7198 as 119.1”F
4.

Water QuaIity Criterion: R.61-68.E.lO.a, 1998: The water temperature of all FRESHWATERS which are free
flowing shall not be increased more than 5 F (2.8 C) above natural temperature conditions and shall not exceed a
maximum of 90 F (32.2 C) as a result of the discharge of heated liquids unless” a site-specitic standard has been
established in accordancewith the regulation, a mixing zone has been established in accordance with the regulation or a
a CWA Section 316(a) determination has been completed.
On April 7, 1975, as a part of permitting activities OFthe original NPDES permit, SCE&G provided information to

e
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support its request that alternative thermal effluent limitations be allowed under Section 3 16(a) of the Act. In April
30, 1976, a determination was made that the permit&e had submitted adequate information to demonstrate that the
alternative limitations for the thermal component of the discharge would assure the protection and propagation of a
balanced, indigenous population of shellfish, fish and wiIdlife in and on the MonticeIlo Reservoir. The alternate
mzimum discharge temperature for Outfall 001 is 45”C(113”F). A maximum thermal piume temperature of
32.2°C(90eF) and temperature rise of 1.66”C(3.0°F) is also imposed. On December 4,2000, the permittee requested
that the requirement to monitor the plume temperature rise be eliminated There have been no observed adverse
impacts to the aquatic environment attributed to the plume temperature rise. DMR data fmm 1993 until present shows
that there have been no violations of the 3 F plume temperature rise. The Department agreed that there was no useful
data being generated by the continuous monitoring at Monticello Reservoir and the request to remove plume
temperature rise monitoring requirements from the permit was granted August 200 I.
A continuation of the 3 16(a) variance was allowed by the reissuanceof the NPDES permit on July 1, 1984, January 3,
1989, and June 19, 1997. A request to continue the variance was included as part of the appIication for reissuanceof
the NPDES Permit which was received on April 17,2002. In order to support the request, the permittee has indicated
tbere has been no change in facility operation and no change in the biological community. A tentative determination
has been made tint continuation of the 3 16(a) variance is appropriate in the reissuance of this permit.
5. Other Information: In addition to the discharge temperature, the permittee monitors and reports the plume temperature
at the inlet srmcture as well as the intake temperature on the inlet side of the main condenser.
6. Does the discharge cause,have the Reasonable Potential to Cause or Contribute: yes
7. Ef?luent limitations guidelines (ELGs) and professional judgment-based limits: N/A
8. PQL:
9. Conclusion: Based on the approved 3 16(a) study, tie limit is
Discharge Temperature:
Monthly average: MR
Daily maximum: 45°C (113’F)
Sampling Frequency: Continuous
Sample type: Continuous
Intake Temperature:
Monthly average: MR
Daily maximum: MR
Sampling Frequency: Continuous
Sample type: Continuous
Plume Temperature:
Monthly average: 32.2”C (90’F)
Daily maximum: MR
Sampling Frequency: Continuous
Sample type: Continuous

I. Previous permit limits: N/A
2. NPDES Application (ZC 8: ZE): 1.84 pg/l
3. DMR Data: N!A
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4. Water Quality Criterion: see spreadsheet
5. Other Information:
6. Does the discharge cause, have the Reasonable Potential to Cause or Contribute: Yes, based on Aquatic Life from
R.61-68
7. Eftluent limitatiow guidelines (ELGs) and professional judgment-based limits: N/A
8. PQL: O.OlOmg/l
9. Conclusion: In a letter dated September 24, 2002, the permittee stated that there was no source for copper in this
outfal1 and that the level, of copper in the discharge is equal to the amount of copper in the intake. As explained in
Section LI.G.2.b.i.2, if the background concentration is equal to or greater than the applicable stream standard for the
parameter of concern, then the derived concentration limit (C.& for that parameter and for the protection of that stream
standard, is established equal to the stream standard. The Department does not have any intake data to compare to
the discharge data. However, due to the fact that there is insufficient data to do a reasonablepotential calculation, the
limit for copper shall be monitor and report A reopener clause will be added to Part V.A in order to evaluate the
monitoring data for reasonable potential.
Reasonable potential may be evaluated after each sample using the
guidelines established in the permit rationale. (In accordancewith Part II.J.&b.(l), zero may be used in the calculation
when the PQL stated above is achieved) At any time reasonablepotential is determined not to exist, the permittee may
submit a written request that copper monitoring be discontinued In addition, the permittee may conduct a dilution
study, mixing zone study, recalculation procedure, water-effect ratio procedure, resident species procedure or other
EPA-approved procedure in order to either eliminate the monitoring requirement for copper or obtain a site specific
limit.
Daily maximum: Monitor and Report
Monthly Average: Monitor and Report
Sampling Frequency: IiMonth
Sample type: Grab

l

MelVlTV
1. Previous permit limits: N/.4
2. NPDES Application (ZC & 2E): a.200 pd
3. DMR Dataz N/A
4. Water Quality Criterion: see spreadsheet
5. other rnformation:
6. Does the discharge cause, have the Reasonable Potential to Cause or Contribute: Yes, based on Human Health
Organism Consumption from R61-68
7. Eftluent limitations guidelines (ELGs) and professional judgment-basedlimits: N/A
8. PQL: 0.0005 &l;

EPA Method 1669/1631C

9. Conclusion: As stated in Section II.G.2.d.iii.l.b

of the rationale, if the permittee uses a detection level that is

l
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greater than the PQL, then the reported “less than” value for a given sample is assumed to be a discrete value
equal to the detection level used by the permittee. The reported value for mercury was ~0.2 pgil and the
practical quantitation limit is 0.0005 ug’l. Due to the fact that there is insufticient data to do a reasonable
potential calculation, the limit for mercury shah be monitor and report. A reopener clause wiIl be added to
Part \I..~ in order to evaluate the monitoring data for reasonable potential. Reasonable potential may be
evaluated after each sample using the guidelines established in the permit rationale. (In accordance with
Part lI.J.4.b.(1), zero may be used in the calculation when the PQL stated above is achieved.) At any time
reasonable potentia1 is determined not to exist, the permittee may submit a written request that mercury
monitoring be discontinued.
hlonthly average: Monitor and Report
Daily maximum: Monitor and Report
Samp!:ng Frequency: l/Month
Sample t>~pe:Grab
Aluminum
1. PXXXXISpernut limits: N/A
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): 416 &I
3. DhlR Data: N/A
4. Water Quality Criterion: see spreadsheet
5. Other Information:
6. Does the discharge cause, have the ReasonablePotential to Cause or Contribute: Yes, based on Aquatic Life from 53
FR 33 178,8!30/88
7. Effluent limitations guidelines (ELGs) and professional judgment-based limits: N/A
8. PQL: 0.05 mgil
9. Conclusion: Due to the fact that there is no state standard,there shall be no limit for alumimnn
Iron
1. Previous pennit limits: N/A
2. NFDES Application (ZC & ZE): 443 pgl
3. DMR Data: N!A
4. Water Quality Criterion: see spreadsheet
5. Other Information:
6. Does the discharge cause, have the Reasonable Potential to Cause or Contribute:
Wated0rganis.m Consumption from R.6 1-68

Yes, based on Human Health

Petit
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7. Effluent limitations guidelines (ELGs) and professional judgment-based limits: N/A
8. PQL: 0.02 mgil
9. Conclusion: In a letter dated September24: 2002, the permiKee stated that the level of iron in the discharge is equal to
the amount of iron in the intake. As explained in Section II.G.2.b.i.-,7 if the background concentration is equal to or
greater than the applicable stream standard for the parameter of concern, then the derived concentration limit (C,,) for
that parameter and for the protection of that stream standard, is established equal to the stream standard.
The
Department does not have any intake data to compare to the discharge data. However, due to the fact that there is
insuff%&nt data to do a reasonablepotential calculation, the Iirnit for iron shall be monitor and report. A reopener
clause will be added to Part V.A in order to evaI”ate the monitoring data for reasonable potential. Reasonable
potential may be evaluated after each sample “sing the guidelines established in the pennit rationale. (In accordance
with Part II.J.4.b.(1), zero may be used in the calculation when the PQL stated above is achieved.) At any time
reasonable potential is determined not to exist, the permittee may submit a written request that im” monitoring be
discontinued. in addition, the petittee may conduct a dilution shldy, mixing zone study, recalculation procedure,
water-effect ratio procedure, resident species procedure or other EPA-approved procedure in order to either elitiate
the monitoring requirement for iron or obtain a site-specific limit.
Daily maximum: Monitor & Report
Monthly Average: Monitor & Report
Sampling Frequency: I/Month
Sample type: Grab

1. Previous permit limits: N/A
2. NPDES Application (ZC & 2E): 51.5 crgil
3. DMR Data: N/A
4. Water Quality Criterion: see spreadsheet
5. other I”formatio”:
6. Does the discharge cause, have the Reasonable Potential to Cause or Contribute: Yes, based on Human Health
Water/Organism Consumption from R61-68
7. Effuennt limitations guidelines (ELGs) and professional judgment-based limits: N/A
8. PQL: 0.01 m@
9. Conclusion: I” a leKer dated September24.2002, the permittee stated that the level of manganesein the discharge is
equal to the ~nount of manganesein the intake. As explained in Section iI.G.2.b.i.2, if the background concentration
is equal to or greater than the applicable stream standard for the parameter of concern, then the derived concentration
limit (CT,,,) for that parameter and for the protection of that stream standard, is establishedequal to the stream standard.
The Department does not have any intake data to compare to the discharge data. However, due to the fact that there is
insufficient data to do a reasonable potential calculation, the limit for manganese shall be monitor and report. A
reopener clause wiI1 be added to Part V.A in order to evaluate the monitoring data for reasonable potential.
ReasonabIe potential may be evaluated afier each sample “sing the guidelines estabtishedin the pennit rationale. (In
accordance with Part II.J.4.b.(1), zero may be used in the calculation when the PQL stated above is achieved.) At any
time reasonable potmtial is determined not to exist, the petittee may submit a wiKen request that manganese

l
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monitoring be discontinued. In addition, the permittee may conduct a dilution study, mixing zone study, recalculation
procedure, water-effect ratio procedure, resident species procedure or other EPA-approved procedure in order to either
eliminate the monitoring requirement for manganeseor obtain a site specific limit.
Daily maximum: Monitor & Report
Monthly Average: Monitor 8; Report
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Grab
Total Residual Chlorine (TRCI
1. Previous Permit Limits (effective 101111997):N/A
2. NPDES Application (ZC & 2E): Believed Absent
3. DMR Data: N/A
4. Water Quality Data:
a. Aquatic Life
Water Quality Criteria from Reg. 61-68, Appendix:
Freshwater:
ccc=11 pg/l
CMC = 19 pgfl
*

b. Human Health: none
5. Effluent limitation guidelines: 0.20 mg/l Maximum Concentration
6. Other information: There is a prohibition statement on the limitations page for Outfall 001 stating that there shall be no
addition of chlorine to the main condensercooIing water.
7. Does the discharge cause, have the ReasonablePotential to Cause or Contribute: No
8. PQL: 0.05 I@;
9.

EPA Method SM4500Cl B, C, D, F OR G

Conclusion: There shal1 be no limit for Total Residual ChIorine due to the fact that the permittee is not permitted to
chlorinate the main condenser cooling water.

Outfall a03
Outfall 003 consists of low level radiological wastes including reactor grade water, non-reactor grade floor drains and
laundry and hot shower drains. Wastewaters are treated in the Liquid Waste Processing System by evaporation and ion
exdhange. The wastewater is then held in Waste Monitor Tank #‘s 1 & 2 for monitoring to dheck that the wastewater is
within NPDES & NRC limits prior to discharging. Applicable guidelines for this outfaI1 are the Steam Electric Point
Source Category for existing sources.
Flow
a

1. Previous permit limits:
Monthly average: MB
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Daily ma..imum: MR
Sampling frequency: IiOccurence
Sample type: Estimate
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E):
Long Term Average: 0.004258 MGD
Maximum Daily Value: 0.004950 MGD
3. DMR Data: The highest value was reported on Ii97 as 0.005 MGD
4. Conclusion:
Daily maximum: MR
Monthly Average: MR
Sampling Frequency. UOccurence
Sample type: Estimate
Total Suspended Solids flSS1
1. Previous permit limits (effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly average: 30 mgfl
Daily Maximum: 100 n&l
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): (No. of TSS analyses:295)
Long Term Average Value: 0.25 mg/l
Maximum Daily Value: 12.2 r&l
3. DMR Data: The highest value reported was 20 mgil on 2/02
4. Water Quality Data: N/A
5. Effluent Limitation Guidelines: 30 @I monthly average; 1tIOmg/l daily max (low volume waste)
6. Other information: N/A
7. PQL: 1000 pgil
8. Conclusion:
Daily maximum: 100 mgJ
Monthly Average: 30 mg/I
Sampling Frequency: l/Occurence
Sample type: Grab

Oil & Grease
1. Previous oem-dt limits (Bkztive 10/l/1997):
Mon&ly Average: .I5 mgl
Daily Maximum: 20 mgfl
Sample Frequency: l/Occurence
Sample Type: Grab
2. NPDES Application (2C):
Maximum Daily Value: <5 rngfl

l
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3. DMR Data: 17.5 mgil(7198)
4. Governing Water Quality Criterion: N/A
5. Other Information: Reg. 61-68.E.5.b states that all surface waters shall be free from floating debris, oil, grease,scum,
and other floating material attributable to sewage,industrial waste, or other waste in amounts sufficient to be unsightly
to such a degreeas to create a nuisanceor interfere with classified water uses or existing water uses,
6. Effluent Guidelines Limitations: 15 m$l monthly average; 20 mg/l daily max (low volume waste)
7. Conclusion:
Monthly average: 15 mg/l
DaiIy maximum: 20 mgli
Sampling Frequency: I/Occurence
Sample type: Grab
E!B
1. Previous Permit Limits (effective 10/l/1997): N/A
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): (No. of pH anaIy~es:295)
Minimum: 6.1 standardunits.
Maximum: 8.9 standardunits.
a _-

3. DMR Data: The highest pH was reported on 9197ti 8.3 S.U.and the lowest pH was reported on 7/97 as 6.0 S.U.
4. Water Quality Data: Effluent Limits for pH are establishedin accordancewith Reg. 61-68.G. 10. For Class Fresh
Water this value is 6.0 - 8.5 standardunits.
5. Effluent limitation guidelines: 6.0 - 9.0 S.U.
6. Other information:
7. PQL: Not applicable
8. Conclusion: Due to the high dilution of the Broad River, the pH limit shall be basedon effluent guidelines. Therefore,
the limits for pH shall be between 6.0 S.U.and 9.0 S.U.
Sampling Frequency: l/Occwence
Sample type: Grab

Outfall 004
Outfall 004 consists of steam generator blowdown discharged at an average rate of 0.144 MGD. The wastewater is
dischargedvia Outfall 001 to the Monticello Reservoir. Applicable guidelines for this outfall are the Steam Electric Point
Source Category for existing sources.

a

1. hevious permit limits:
Monthly average: ‘MR
Daily maximum: MR
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Sampling frequency: UOccurence
Sample type: Continuous
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E):
Long Term Average: 0.021312 MGD
Maximum Daily Value: 0.061245 MGD
3. DMR D&a: The highest value was reported on 41020 as 0.589167 MGD
4. Conclusion:
Daily maximum: MR
Monthly Average: MR
Sampling Frequency: IiOccurence
Sample tjpe:
Total Suspended Solids (lX$
1. Previous permit limits (effective 101111997):
Monthly average: 30 rnfl
Daily Maximum: 100 mgil
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): (No. of TSS analyses:3)
Long Term Average Value: 0.3 mg/l
Maximum Daily Value: 0.6 mg/l
3. DMR Data: The highest value reported was 8.7 mg/l on 4197
4. Water Quality Data: N/A
5. Effluent Limitation Guidelines: 30 mgIl monthly average; 100 mgil daily max (Iow volume waste)
6. Other information: N/A
7. PQL: 1000 &I
8. Conclusion:
DaiIy maximum: 100 m#
Monthly Average: 30 mgil
Sampling Frequency: I/Occwence
Sample type: Grab
Oil & Grease
1. Previous permit l&its (Effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly Average: 15 mg’l
Daily Maximum: 20 mgI
Sample Frequency: I/Occuence
Sample Type: Grab
2. NPDES Application (2C):
Maximum Daily Value: <5 mgil

e
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3. DMR Data: 3 mgl(9198)
4. Governing Water Quality Criterion: N!A
5. Other Information: Reg. 61-68.E.5.b states that all surface waters shall be free from floating debris, oil, grease, scum,
and other floating material attributable to sewage, industrial waste, or other waste in amounts suffkient to be unsightly
to such a degree as to create a nuisance or interfere with classified water usesor existing water uses.
6. Effluent GuideIines Limitations: I5 mgil monthly average; 20 mgil daily max (low volume waste)
7. Conclusion:
Monthly average: 15 mgil
Daily maximum: 20 mgl
Sampling Frequency: I/Occurence
Sample type: Grab
!a
1. Previous Permit Limits (effective 101111997): N/A
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): (No. of pH anaIyses: 1)
Minimum: 9.61 standard units.
Maximum: 9.6 1 standard units.
3. DMR Data: NiA
4. Water Quality Data: Emuent Limits for pH are established in accordance with Reg. 61-68.G. 10. For Class Fresh
Water this value is 6.0 - 8.5 standard units.
5. Eftluent limitation guidelines: 6.0 - 9.0 S.U.
6. Other information:
7. PQL: Not applicable
8. Conclusion: This outfall is internal to Outfall 001. Therefore, a pH limit shall be placed on the final outfall (Outfall
001).
Outfall 005
Outfall 005 is an internal outfall consisting of treated sanitary sewage with an averagedischarge flow of 0.0037 MGD. The
wastewater is treated in an aeration pond, followed by a stabilization pond. Effluent is chlorinated in a chlorine contact
chamber prior to commingling with other wastewatm and discharging via OutfaIl 014 to tb.eMonticello Reservoir.

a

1. Previous permit limits (effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly average: Monitor & Report
Daily Maximum: Monitor & Report
Sampling Frequency: I/Month
Sample Type: Instantaneous
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2. NPDES Application (2C & 2EE): (No. of flow analyses:69)
Average Daily Value: 0.0037 MGD
Maximum Daily Value: 0.0 165 MGD
3. DMR Data: The highest flow was reported on 4199 as 0.0289 MGD
4.

Conclusion:
Monthly average: MR
Daily maximum: MR
Sampiing Frequency: l/Month
Sampling Type: instantaneous

Biochemical Oween Demand (BOD<)
1.
’ Previous permit limits (effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly average: 30 mg!l
Daily maximum: 45 m&l
Sampling frequency: I/Month
Sample type: 24 Hr Composite
2.

NPDES Application (ZC & ZEE): (i: of analyses:7)
Average Daily Value: 22.2 m&l
Maximum Daily Value: 74 m@

3.

DMR Data: The highest BODr was reported on 3101 as 74 mgil

4.

Effluent limitations guidelines: N/A

5.

PQL: 2 mg/i (EPA Standard Method 52 1OB)

6.

Waste Load Allocation: NIA

7.

Other information: Reg 61-9.133, SecondaryTreatment Regulatioa gives a monthly average of 30 m@l and a weekly
average of 45 mg/l. The daily maximum is calculated as twice the monthly average limit.

8.

Conclusion: Based on R61-9.133
Monthly average = 30 mgil
Daily maximum = 45 mgjl
Sampling Frequency: IfMonth
Sampling Type: 24 Hr Composite

Total .%sDeoded Solids tTS.S~
1. Previous permit limits (effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly average: i0 mgil
Daily Maximum: 45 mgil
Sampling lkquency: I/Month
Sampie Type: 24 Hr Composite
2. N’PDES Application (2C & 2EE): (No. of TSS analyses: 12)
Average Daily Value: 12. I mgfl
Maximum Daily Value: 24.5 z&l

l
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3. DMR Data: The highest TSS was reported on 3/00 as 26.5 @I
4. Water Quality Data: N/A
5. Emuent Limitation Guidelines: N/A
6. Other information: Reg 61-9.133, SecondaryTreatment Regulation gives a monthly average of 30 mgil and a weekly
average of 45 mgil. The daily maximum is cakulated as twice the monthly average limit.
7. PQL: 0.50 mgl
S. Conclusion: The limits for TSS shall be based on Reg. 61-9.133 Secondary Treatment Standards to demonstrate that
proper treatmenthas been provided.
Monthly average: 30 Ingil
Daily maximum: 45 mgil
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: 24 HI Composite
ti
1. Previous Permit Liits

(effective 10/l/1997): N/A

2. N’PDES Application (ZC & ZEE): (No. of pH analyses: 1)
Minimum:
~Maximum: 6.37 standard units.
3. DMR Data: N/A
4. Water Quality Data: EfTluent Limits for pH are established in accordance with Reg. 61-68.G. 10. For Class Fresh
Water this value is 6.0 - 8.5 standard units.
5. Effluent limitation guidelines: N/A
6. Other information: Reg 61-9.133, SecondaryTreatment Regulation states that pH shall be maintained between 6.0 to
9.0 S.U.
7. PQL: Not applicable
8. Conclusion: Due to the fact that this is an internal outfall, pH will be limited at the final discharge point (Outfall 014).
Fecal Coliform
1. Previous permit limits (effective lO/Ii1997):
Monthly average: 2001100 ml
Daily maximum: 4001100ml
Sampling frequency. month
Sample type: Grab
2. NPDES Application (ZC & 2EE): (No. of analyses:24)
Average Daily Value: 4.31100 ml
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Maximum Daily Value: 49/100 ml
3. DMR Data: The highest value was reported on 5399 as 280/100 ml.
4. Water Quality Data: Fecal Colifonn Limits are established in accordance with Reg. 61-68.G.lO.e For Class Fresh
Water these values are: not to exceed 2OOilOOml based on five consecutive samples in a 30 day period and no more
than 10% of the samplesin the 30 day period shall exceed SOO/IOOml.
5. Other Information:
6.

Wasteload Allocation: N/A

7. Eflluent Guidelines Limitations: N/A
8. PQL:

11100ml (EPA Standard Method 9221 C, 9221 E, or 9221 D)

9. Conclusion: Based on Reg 61-68.
Monthiy average: 2001100ml
Daily maximum: 400/100 ml
Sampling Frequency: I/month
Sample tyjx: Grab
Total Residual Chlorine (TR(J
1. Previous Permit Limits (10/l/1997): N/A
2. NPDES Application (2E): (No. of analyses: 1)
Maximum Daily Value: 4.05 mgIl
3. DMR Data: N/A
4. Water Quality Data:
a. Aquatic Life
Water Quality Criteria from Reg. 61-68, Appendix:
Freshwater:
CCC=llp@
CMC=19@
b. HumanHealth None
5. Effluent limitation guidelines:

Not applicable.

6. Other information: N/A
7. PQL: 0.05 mg/l
8. Conclusion: Due to the fact that this is an internal outfall, TRC shaI1be monitored at the final discharge point (Outfall
0 14).
a
Outfall 06A

D

d
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Outfall 06.4 is an internal outfall consisting of low volume wastesdischarging at an averagerate of 0.08 MGD. Low
volume wastes dischargedthrough this outfaIl include condensatepolisher backwash, clarifier blowdown, carbon filter
backwash, gravity filter backwash,and steam generatorblowdown. Treatment consists of sedimentation for the reduction
of suspendedsolids content before the effluent combines with Outfails 005,06B, and 008 for releaseto the Monticello
Reservoir via Outfall 014.

1. Previous permit limits:
Monthly average: MR
Daily maximum: MR
Sampling frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Instantaneous
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E):
Long Term Average: 0.056221 MGD
bIauimum Daily Value: 0.289 MGD
3. DhJR Data: The highest value was reported on 5/00 as 0.4506 MGD

e

4. Conclusion:
Daily maximum: MR
Monthly Average: MR
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Instantaneous
Total &wended Solids CrSS]
1. Previous uermit limits (effective 10/I/19971:
Man&y average: j0 mgil
Daily Mauimum: 100 mgil
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): (No. of TSS analyses: 12)
Long Term Average Value: 1.3 mg/l
Maximum Daily Value: 5.7 mg/l
3. DMR Data: The highest value reported was 5.7 m@ on S/O1
4. Water Quality Data: N/A
5. Effluent Limitation Guidelines: 30 mg0 monthly average; 100 mg/l daily max (low volume waste)
6. Other information: NJA
7. PQL: 1000 p@l

l

‘.

Conclusion:
Daily maximurm 100 mg/l
Monthly Average: 30 mg!l
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
SampIe type: Grab
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Oil & Grease
1. Previous permit limits (Effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly Average: 15 m&l
Daily Maximum: 20 mgil
Sample Frequency: I/Month
Sample Type: Grab
2. NPDES Application (2C):
Maximum Daily Value: <5 mg~I
3. DMX Data: 14.8 mg/l(9/01)
4. Governing Water Quality Criterion: N/A
5. Other information: Reg. 61-68.E.5.b states that all surface waters shall be free f?om floating debris, oil, grease,scutn,
and other floating material attributable to sewage, industrial waste, or other waste in amounts suffkient to be unsightly
to such a degree as to create a nuisance or interfere with classified water uses or existing water uses.
6. Effluent Guidelines Limitations: 15 mg0 monthly average; 20 mgil daily max (low volume waste)
7. Conclusion:
Monthly average: 15 r&l
Daily maximum: 20 mg/l
Sampling Frequency: I/Month
Sample type: Grab

ell

1. Previous Permit Liits

(effective 10/l/1997): Ni.4

2. NPDES Application (2C & ZE): (No. of pH analyses: 1)
Minim9.35 standard units.
Maximum: 9.35 standard units.
3. DMR Data: N/A
4. Water Quality Data: Effluent Limits for pH are established in accordance with Reg. 61-68.G. 10. For Class Fresh
Water this value is 6.0 - 8.5 standard tits.
5. Ef&znt limitation guidelines: 6.0 - 9.0 S.U.
6. Other information:
7. PQL: Not applicable
8. Conclusion: This outfall is internal to Outfall 00 1. Therefore, a pH limit shall be placed on the fmI outfall (Outfall
0 14).
Outfall 06B
Outfall 06B is an internal outfall consisting of low volume wastes discharging at an average rate of 0.05 MGD. Low

0
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volume wastes dischargedthrough this outfall include wastewaterfrom various sumps, storm water from transformer areas
and fuel oil storageand handling areaa, and boiler house drains. Treatment consists of a 6,000 gallon common collection
sump, oil skimming and sedimentation for the reduction ofsuspendedsolids content before the effluent combines with
Outfalls OOjz06.~: and 008 for release to the Monticello Reservoir via Outfall 014.

1. Previous permit limits:
hlonthly average: MR
Daily maximum: MR
Samplmg frequency: l/Month
Sample ppe: Instantaneous
2. KPDES Application (ZC & 2E):
Long Term Average: 0.056074 MGD
X!ntmum Daily VaIue: 0.269 MGD
3. DhlR Data: The highest value was reported on S/O2as 0.2856 MGD

a

4. Conclusion:
Daily maximum: MR
hkmhiy Average: MR
Sampling Frequency: I/Month
Smpie type: hlstantaneous
Total Susoended SoIi,ds flS.S~
1. Prevous ocrmit limits (effective 10/1/1997~:
Montiiy average: 30 mgrl
Daily Maximum: 98 mgil
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): (No. of TSS analyses: 12)
Long Term Average Value: 5.0 ingil
Maximum Daily Value: 11.7 mg/l

a

3,

DMR Data: The bigbest value reported was 15 m&l on S/99

4.

Water Quality Data: NiA

5.

Effluent Limitation Guidelines: 30 mgil monthly average; 100 I&

6,

Other information: N/A

7.

PQL: 1000 pg.0

8.

Conclusion: The previous permit limits are more stringent than the effluent guideline limits for low volume waste.
The permittee has been meeting the previous permit limits, therefore, due to antibacksliding, the previous permit limits
shall apply.
Daily maximum: 98 mgll
Monthly Average: 30 mg0
Sampling Frequency: l/Month

daily max (low volume waste)
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Sample type: Grab

Oil & Grease
1. Previouspermit limits (Effective 101111997):
Monthly Average: 15 ~$1
Daily Mauimum: 20 mg/l
Sample Frequency: I/Month
Sample Type: Grab
2. NPDES Application (2C):
Maximum Daily Value: 7 mg0
3. DMR Data: 53 mg/l(12/00)
4. Governing Water Quality Criterion: N/A
5. Other Information: Reg. 61-68.E.S.b stateathat all surface waters shaII be free from floating debris, oil, grease,scum,
and other floating material attributable to sewage,industrial waste, or other waste in amounts sufficient to be unsightly
to such a degree as to create a nuisance or interfere with classified water uses or existing water uses.
6. Effluent Guidelines Limitations: 15 n&l monthly average; 20 mgil daily max (low volume waste)
7. Conclusion:
Monthly average: 15 mg/l
Daily maximum: 20 mg/I
Sampling Frequency: 1iMonth
Sample type: Grab
I&
1. Previous PermitLimits (effective 10/l/1997): N/A
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): (No. of pH analyses:1)
Minimum: 9.07 standard units.
Maximum: 9.35 standard units.
3. DMR Data: N/A
4. Water Quality Data: Effluent Limits for pH are establishedin accordancewith Reg. 61-68.G. 10. For Class Fresh
Water this value is 6.0 - 8.5 standardunits.
5. Effluent limitation guidelines: 6.0 - 9.0 S.U.
6. Other information:
7. PQL: Not applicable
8. :;;;lusion:

Outfall 007

Thk outfall is internal to Outfall 014. Therefore,a pH limit shall be placed on the foal outfall (Outfall @
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Outfall 007 is an internal outfall consisting of low volume wastesdischarging at a0 averagerate of 0.08 MGD. Low
volume wastes discharged through this outfall include wastewater from ion exchange regeneration, and sumps in the
chemical feed equipment area, caustic tank area, and “D” battery room. Treatment consists of a flow equalization and
neutralization in a lOO,OOO
gallon wastewater treatment tank before the effluent is discharged into the Circulating Water
System discharge piping for release to the Monticello Reservoir via Outfall 001.

1. Previous permit limits:
Monthly average: MR
Daily maximum: MR
Sampling frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Estimate
2. NPDES Application (ZC & 2E):
Long Term Average: 0.079108 MGD
Maximum Daily Value: 0.185 MGD
3,

Dh?R Data: The highest value was reported OII IO/O0a~ 0.27 MGD

4.

Conclusion:
Daily maximum: MR
Monthly Average: MR
Sampling Frequency: IiMonth
Sample type: Estimate

-1
1. Previous permit hit.3 (effective 101111997):
Monthly average: 30 t-n@
Daily Maximum: 100 r&l

*

2.

NPDES Application (ZC & ZE): (No. of TSS analyses: 12)
Long Term Average Value: 6.9 rng
Maximum Daily Value: 26.5 III&Q

3.

DMR Data: The highest value reported was 26.5 mg/l on 2/01

4.

Water Quality D&x N/A

5.

Effhxnt Limitation Guidelines: 30 m$ monthly average; 100 mg/l daily ma.XOOWVohnne waste)

6.

Other information: N/A

7.

PQL: 1000 pg/l

ConcIusion:
Daily maximum: IO0 mg/l
8.
Monthly Average: 30 III@
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Grab
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Oil 6; Crease
I,. Previous permit limits (Effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly Average: 15 mg/l
Daily Maximum: 20 mg/I
Sample Frequency: l/Month
Sample Type: Grab
2. NPDES Application (2C):
hlzximum Daily Value: <5 mg/l
3. D!vfR Dar;l: 9.3 n&l (6/99)
4. Govemmg U’atrr Quality Criterion: N/A
5. Other information: Reg. 61-6S.E.5.b states that all surface waters shall be free l?om floating debris, oil, grease,scum,
and othe: floating material attributable to sewage, industrial waste, or other waste in amounts suf?icient to be unsightly
to such 3 depee as to create a nuisance or interfere with classified water uses or existing water uses.
6. Effluent Ciuidelmes Limitations: I5 mg’l monthly average; 20 mg/I daily ma?~flow volume waste)
7. Conclusion:
Monthly average: 15 mgil
Daily maximum: 2@mgil
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Grab
Is
1. Previous Permit Limits (effective 10/l/1997): N/A
2. NPDES Application (ZC & 2E): (No. of pH analyses: 1)
Minimum: 6.1 standard units.
Maximum: 8.9 standard units.
3. DMR Data: The bigbest pH was reported on 10199as 9.0 S.U.and the lowest pH was reported on 4/02 as 6.1 S.U.
4. Water Quality Data: Effluent Limits for pH are established in accordance with Reg. 6I-68.G. 10. For Class Fresh
Water this value is 6.0 - 8.5 standard units.
5. Effluent limitation guidelines: 6.0 - 9.0 S.U.
6. Other information:
7. PQL: Not applicable
8. Conclusion: pH should be between 6.0 S.U.and 9.0 S.U.
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: GTab
Outfall 008

e
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Outfall 008 is an internal outfall consisting of low volume yastes and chemical metal cleaning wastes and discharges
approximately 1-2 times per year. Low volume wastes discharged through this outfall include oil waste collection sump,
and clarifier blowdown sump. Treatment consists of neutmlization (metal cleaning viaste only) and sedimentation for the
reduction of suspendedsolids content before the effluent combines with Outfalls 005,06A, and 06B for releaseto the
Monticello Reservoir via Outfall 014.
&
1, Previous permit limits:
Monthly average: MR
Daily maximum: MR
Sampling frequency: l/Day
Sample type: Instantaneous
2. NPDES Application (2C 8: ZE):
Long Term Average: 0 MGD
Maximum Daily Value: 0 MGD
3. DMR Data: The highest value was reported on 3i98 as 2.3936 MGD
4. Conclusion:
Daily maximum: MR
Montbiy Average: MR
Sampling Frequency. l/Day
Sample type: Instantaneous
Total Suspended Solids (‘KSl
1. Previous permit limits (effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly average: 30 mgfl
Daily Maximum: 100 rnfl
2. XPDES Application (ZC & ZE): (No. of TSS analyses: 12)
Maximum Daily Value: 4.1 m$
3. DMR Data: The bigbest value reported was 5.7 mg/l on 3/98
4. Water Quality Data: N/A
5. Effluent Limitation Guidelines: 30 m!#l monthly average; 100 m$ daily may. (metal cleaning waste)
6. Other information: N/A
7. PQL: 1000 p&l
8. Conclusion:
Daily maximum: 100 rnd
Monthly Average: 30 m@‘i
Sampling Frequency: IiOccurence
Sample type: Grab
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Oil & Grease

1. Previous Dennit limits [Effective lOi111997k
Montky Average: .lS n&l
Daily Maximum: 20 mg0
Sample Frequency: I!Occurence
Sample Type: Grab
2. NPDES Application (2C):
Maximum Daily Value: <5 mg/l
3. DMR Data: 6.5 mg!l (1 I/98)
4. Governing Water Qua& Criterion: N/A
5. Other Information: Reg. 61-68.E.5.b states that all surface waters shall be free from floating debris, oil, grease,scum,
and other floating material attributable to sewage, industrial waste, or other waste in amounts sufficient to be unsightly
to such a degree as to create a nuisance or interfere with classified water uses or existing water uses.
6. Effluent Guidelines Limitations: 15 mgA monthly average; 20 mgfl daily max (metal cleaning waste)

7. Conclusion:
Monthly average: 15 mgr’l
Daily maximum: 20 mg/l
Sampling Frequency: UOccuence
Sample type: Grab
EH
I. Previous Permit Limita (effective 10/l/1997): N/A
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): (No. of pH analyses: 1)
Minimutn: 9.75 standard units.
Maximum: 9.75 standard units.
3. DMRData: N/A
4. Water Quality Data: Effluent Limits for pH are established in accordance with Reg. 61-6S.G. 10. For Class Fresh
Water this value is 6.0 - 8.5 standard units.

5. Effluent limitation guidelines: 6.0 - 9.0 S.U.
6. Other infcrmation:
7. PQL: Not applicable
8. Conclusion: This outfall is internal to Outfall 014. Therefore, a pH limit shall be placed on the final outfall (Outfall
014)

1. Previous permit limits (Effective 10/1/1997):
Monthiy Average: 1.O mgfl

l
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Daily Maximum: 1.Omg/l
Sample Frequency: 1iOccurence
Sample Type: Grab
2. EUTDES Application (2C & 2E): 2130 J&I
3. DMR Data: 0.466 (J/99)
4. Water Quality Criterion: from Reg. 61-68, Appendix
Aquatic Life: monthly average = 1000 &I
Human Health: Water & Organism Consumption: monthly average: 300 &I
5. Other Information:
6. Effluent limitations guidelines (ELGs): 1.0 mgil monthly averageand daily max
7. PQL: 0.02 mg/l
8. Conclusion: Based on effluent limitation guidelines
Daily maximum: 1.O mgJ
Monthly Average: 1.Omgfl
Sampling Frequency: IiMontb
Sample type: Grab

1. Previous permit limits (Effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly Average: 1.Omfl
Daily Maximum: 1.Omg/l
Sample Frequency: VOccurence
Sample Type: Grab
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): 5.88 &I
3. DMR Data: 0.0 1 mg/‘l(4/99)
4. Water Quality Criterion: : fium Reg. 61-68, Appendix
Aquatic Life: monthly average = 5.7 pg/l; daily max = 7.4 pg0
Human Health: Water & Organism Consumption: monthly average= 1,300 @I; daily max = 1,900 pg/l
Organoleptic Data: monthly average = 1000 &I; daily max = 1500 p@‘l
5. other Information:
6. EfIluent limitations guidelines (ELGs): 1.0 mg/l monthly averageand daily ma.
7. PQL: O.OlOmgil
8. Conclusion: Based on effluent limitations guidelines
Daily maximum: 1.OmgJ
Monthiy Average: 1.Omg/l
Sampliig Frequency: I/Occurence
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Sample type: Grab
Outfall 012
Outfall 0 12 consists of storm water runoff in the northfnorth east area of the plant from yrd drains, roof drains, refueling
water storage tank pit drains, industrial & CDFW coolers znd drainage from the Turbine Building Closed Cycle
Cooling System Cooling Towers.

I.

Previous permit limits:
Monthly average: MR
Daily maximum: MR
Sampling frequency: l/Month
Sample we: Estimate

2. NF’DES Application (2C gi 2E):
Long Term Average: 0.025575 MGD
Maximum Daily Value: 0.0456 MGD

3. DMR Data: The highest value was reported on 7199as 0.4506 MGD
4. Conclusion:
Daily maximum: MR
Monthly Average: MR
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Estimate

Total Susoended Solids 17?331
1. Previous permit limits (effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly average: 26 rngfl
Daily Maximum: 70 rng’l
2. NPDES Application (2C & 2E): (No. of TSS analyses:12)
Long Term Average Value: 1.5 mg/l
Maximum Daily Value: 8.78 mg/l

3. DMR Data: The highest value reported was 44.9 mgil on 7199
4. Water Quality Data: Ni.4
5. Ef&xt

Limitation GuideIines: 30 r&l monthly average; 100 n&l daily max (low volume waste)

6. Other information: Outfall 012 consists of storm water runoff and low volume waste. Based on Steam Electric
Effluent Guidelines, low volume wastes have total suspendedsolids limits of 30 mgll monthly averageand 100 mgll
daily max. The procedures for flow weighted averaging calculations when regulated waste streamsare commingled
are taken from the August 22, 1985 memo entitled ‘%uidence for NPDES Permits Issued to Steam Electric Power a
Plants”. The TSS values of 20 mgfl monthly averageand 30 mg/I daily maximum for the yard drain componentof the
dischargecomes from this memo. The storm water runoff provides dilution, and is accountedfor as follows:
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Low Volume waste
Yard Drains

b
O.OOSMGD
0.006 MGD

Monthly Avz Limit
30 mg/l
20 mg0

Dailv Max Limit
100 mgil
30 mg/l

The limitations for TSS are calculated as follows:
Monthly Average
0.008(30) + O.OOS(ZOJ
= 25.7 m@l
0.014
Daily Maximum
0.008~100~+ 0.006(30) = 70 mg’l
0.014
7. PQL: 1000 ,ugll
8. Conclusion: The permittee has requested that the monitoring &equency be changed from l/Month to 2Near. A review
of the DMR data for this outfall shows that the levels of TSS have been consistently low. Therefore, the Department
agreeswith the permittee’s request for a reduction in sampling frequency.
Daily maximum: 70 mgfl
Monthly Average: 26 mgil
Sampling Frequency: 2Nea.r
Sample type: Grab
Oil & Grease

1. Previous permit limits (Effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly Average: 9 mgll
Daily Maximum: 11 mg/l
Sample Frequency: l/Month
Sample Type: Grab
2. NPDES Application (2C):
Maximum Daily Value: <5 r&l
3. DMR Data: 8.7 mgil (8/01)
4. Governing Water Quality Criterion: N/A
5. Other Information: Reg. 61-68.E.5.b states that all surface waters shall be free from floating debris, oil, grease, scum,
and other floating material amibutable to sewage, industrial waste, or other waste in amounts sufficient to be unsightly
to such a degree as to create a nuisance or interfere with classified water usesor existing water uses.
6. Effluent Guidelines Limitations: 15 mg/l monthly average; 20 mg’l daily max (low volume waste).
7. Other Information: Outfall 012 consists of storm water runoff and low volume waste. Based on Steam Electric
Effluent Guidelines, low volume wastes have oil and ease limits of 15 mgll monthly average and 20 mgil daily max.
The procedures for flow weighted averaging calculations when regulated waste streams are commingled are taken
from the August 22, 1985 memo entitled “Guidance for NPDES Permits Issued to Steam Electric Power Plants”. Tbe
O&G values of 0 mg/l monthly average and 0 mgil daily maximum for the yard drain component of the discharge
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comes from this memo. The storm water runoff provides dilution, and is accounted for as follows:
Low Volume Waste
Yard Drains

Flow
0.008 MGD
0.006 MGD

Monthlv Ave Limit
15mgG
0 mg0

Daily Max Limit
2Omgil
Omgil

The limitations for TSS are calculated as follows:
Monthly Average
0.008(15) + O.OOS(Ol=X.6 rng.0
0.011
Daily Maximum
0.008(20) + O.O06tO)= 11.4 mg/l
0.014
7. Conclusion:
Monthly average: 9 rngfl
Daily maximum: 11 mg’l
Sampling Frequency. l/Month
Sample type: Grab
efl
1. Previous Permit Limits (effective 10/l/1997): 6.0 - 8.5 standard units.
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Grab
2. NPDES Application (ZC & 2E): (No. of pH analyses: 12)
Minimum: 7.0 standard units.
Maximum: 8.0 standard units.
3. DMR Data: The highest pH was reported on 9100as 8.1 S.U.and the lowest pH was repated on 3/99 as 6.1 S.U.
4. Water Quality Data: Eflluent Limits for pH are established in accordancewith Reg. 61-68.G. 10. For Class Fresh
Water this value is 6.0 - 8.5 standard units.
5. Eftluent limitation guidelines: 6.0 - 9.0 S.U.
6. Other information:
7. PQL: Not applicable
8. Conclusion: Based on R-61-9, pH shouldbe between 6.0 S.U.and 8.5 S.U.
Sampling Frequency. l/Month
Sample type: Grab
Outfall 013

0
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Outfall 013 consists of storm water runoff in the south east area of the plant f?om the yard drains, roof drains, water storage
tank sumps, and miscellaneousbuilding tloor drains. No treatment is provided before is discharge to the Broad River via
Mayo Creek.

1. Previous permit limits:
Monthly average: MR
Daily maximum: MR
Sampling frequency: Uyear
Sample type: Estimate
2. NPDES Application (ZC & ZE):
Long Tam Average: 0.0005 MGD
Maximum Daily Value: 0.0005 MGD
3. DMR Data: The highest value was reported on 9198as 0.0222 MGD
4. Conclusion:
Daily maximum: MR
Monthly Average: MR
SampIing Frequency: 2Near
Sample type: Estimate
Total Suspended Solids ITSS~
I. Previous permit limits (effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly average: MR
Daily Maximum: MR
2. hiDES Application (ZC & 2E): (No. of TSS analyses:2)
Long Term Average Value: 1.05 m@‘l
Maximum Daily Value: 2.00 mgil
3. DMYRData: The highest value reported was 2.8 mgll on 3199
4. Water Quality Data: N/A
5. Effluent Limitation Guidelines: N/A
6. Other information:
7. PQL: 1000 &l
8. Conclusion:
Daily maximum: MR
Monthly Average: MR
Sampling Frequency: 2/Year
Sample type: Grab
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Jai

1. Previous Permit Limits (effective 101111997):MR
Sampling Frequency: ZP(ear
Sample type: Grab

2. NPDES ApFIication (ZC & ZE): (No. ofpH analyses: 2)
Minimum: 7.08 standard units.
Maximum: 7.32 standard units.
3. DMR Data: The highest pH was reported on 3/01 as 8.0 S.U.and the lowest pH was reported on 9100as 6.2 S.U.
4. Water Quality Data: Effluent Limits for pH are established in accordance with Reg. 6I-68.G. IO. For Class Fresh
Water this va!ue is 6.0 - 8.5 standard units.
5. Effluent limitation guidelines: N/A
6. Other information:
7. PQL: Not applicable
8. Conclusion: There have been no excursions of pH, therefore, the limit for pH shall remain monitor and reprt
Sampling Frequency: 2iYear
Sample type: Grab
Outfall 014
Outfall 0 14 representsthe combined internal outfalls 005,06A, 06B and 008. It consists of sanitary sewageand low
vohxne wastes and dischargesto the Monticello Reservoir via the Circulating Water Discharge canal. Outfall 014 will be
used to appIy water quality-based limitations prior to discharge to the Monticello Reservoir.

1. Previous permit limits (effective 101111997):
Monthly average: Monitor and Report, MGD
Daily Maximum: Monitor and Report, MGD
Sampling Frequency: Continuous
Sample Type: Continuous
2. NPDES Application (ZC & ZE): (No. of flow analyses: 365)
Long Term Average Value: 0.106304 MGD
Maximum Daily Vaiue: t .7 MGD
3. DMR Data: The highest flow was reported on IO/98 as 5.46 MGD
4. Conclusion:
Monthly average: MR
Daily maximum: MR
Sampling Frequency: Continuous
Sampling Type: Continuous

a
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1. Previous Permit Limits (effective 101111997):
October-April: 6.0 - 8.5 standard units
May - September: 6.0 - 9.0 S.U.
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Grab
2. NPDES Application (ZC & ZE): (No. of pH analyses: 12)
Minimum: 6.9 standard units.
Maximum: 9.0 standard units.
3. DMR Data: The highest pH was reported on lOi

as 9.0 S.U.and the lowest pH was reported on 11197as 6.3 S.U.

4. Water Quality Data: Effluent Limits for pH are established in accordance with Reg. 61-68.G. 10. For Class Fresh
Water this value is 6.0 - 8.5 standard units.
5. Effluent limitation guidelines: N/A
6.

a

Other information: On December 6, 1999, VC Summer requestedan alternate limit for pH of 6.0 - 9.5 S.U.during the
months of May - September. The request was a result of permit violations for pH, which the permittee attributed to an
algae growth problem due to high temperahues and dry weather during the summer. The Watershed Water OuaIitv
Manaeement Stratew for the Broad Basin (Technical Report No. 001-98) issued by SCDHEC shows an increasing
trend for pH in Lake Monticello and classified uses are being maintained. The Department therefore concludes that
there is not an anthropogenic cause for the algal growth. VC Summer requested that the pH variance months be
changed to April - October. The algae blooms have been starting earlier and lasting longer due to the extreme drought
and heat.

7. PQL: Not applicable
8. Conclusion:
November- March: 6.0 - 8.5 standard units
April-October: 6.0 - 9.0 S.U.
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Grab

1. Previous permit limits:
Daily maximum: 0.028 mgil
Monthly Average: 0.039 n&l
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Grab
2. N’PDES Application (2C & 2E): 3.38 pg/l
3. DMR Data: 0.035 mg/l (10/97)
4. Water Quality Criterion: see spreadsheet
5. Other Information:
_.

I
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6. Does the discharge cause, have the Reasonable Potential to Cause or Contribute: Yes, based on Aquatic Life fmm
R.61-68
7. Effluent limitations guidelines (ELGs) and professional judgment-basedlimits: N/A
8. PQL: O.OlOmg/l
9. Conclusion: Based on reasonable potential, limit shall be imposed for copper. A schedule of compliance shall be
included to allow time to comply with the limit.
Daily maximum: 0.007 mg/l
Monthly Average: 0.009 in@
SampIing Frequency: IMonth
Sample type: Grab

1. Previous permit limits: N/A
2. NPDES Application (ZC & ZE): CO.200 pfl
3. DMR Data: NIA
4. Water ,Quality Criterion: see spreadsheet
5. other hlformation:
6. Does the discharge cause, have the Reasonable Potential to Cause or Contribute: Yes, based on Human Health
Organism Cot~~.umptionfi-om R61-68
7. Effluent limitations guidelines (ELCk) and professionaljudgment-basedlimits: N/A
8. PQL: 0.0005 pgll; EPA Method 1669/1631C
9. Conclusion: As stated in Section ll.G.2.d.iii. I .b of the rationale, if the permittee uses a detection level that is
greater than the PQL, then the reported “less than” value for a given sample is assumed to be a discrete value
equal to the detection level used by the permittee. The reported value for mercury was ~0.2 pg!l and the
practical quantitation llm.it is 0.0005 pg/l. Due to the fact that there is insm%cient data to do a reasonable
potential calculation, the lbnit for mercury shall be monitor and report. A reopener clause will be added to
Part V.A in order to evaluate the monitoring data for reasonable potential. Reasonable potential may be
evaluated after each sample using the guidelines established in the permit rationale. (ln accordance with
Part lI.J.4.b.(l), zero may be used in th.e calculation when the PQL stated above is achieved.) At any time
reasonable potential is determined not to exist, the permittee may submit a w&en request that mercury
monitoring be discontinued.
Monthly average: Monitor and Report
Daily maximum: Monitor and Report
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Grab
Aluminum

.
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1. Previous permit limits: N/A
2. hTDES Application (ZC & 2E): 30.1 pdl

3. DMR Data: N/A
4. Water Quality Criterion: see spreadsheet
5. Other information:
6. Does the discharge cause, have the Reasonable Potential to Cause or Contribute: Yes, based on Aquatic Life from 53
FR 33178, 8;30/88
7. Effluent limitations guidelines (ELGs) and professional judgment-based limits: N/A
8. PQL: 0.05 mgg
9. Conclusion: Due to the fact that there is no state standard, there shall be no limit for aluminum.

Zinc
1. Previous permit limits:
Daily maximum: 0.059 mg!l
Monthly Average: 0.065 mgfl
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample type: Grab

2. NPDES Application (2C gi ZE): <IO pfl
3. DMR Data: 0.058 rag/l (4198)
4. Water Quality Criterion: see spreadsheet
5. other h-ormtion:
6. Does the discharge cause, have the ReasonablePotential to Causeor Contribute: No
7. Effluent limitations guidelines (ELGs) and professional judgment-based limits: N/A
8. PQL: 0.010 mg!l
9. Conclusion: Based on reasonable potential, there shall be no limit imposed for zinc
I)

Tptal Residual Chlorine flRCl
1

Previous Permit Limits (10/1/1997X
Monthly Average: 0101I rnfl
Daily Maximum: 0.019 mg/l
Sample Type: Grab
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Sampling Frequency: l/Month
2. NPDES Application (2C): (No. of analyses: 12)
Long Term Average: CO.05 mg/l
Maximum Daily Value: ~0.05 mgll
3. DMR Data: The highest TRC value was reported on 6199as 0.20 @I.
4. Water Quzli~). Data:
a. Aquatic Life
N’ate: Quality Criteria fkxn Reg. 61-68, Plppendix:
Freshwater:
ccc = I1 pg’i
ChlC = 19 &I
b. Human Health: None
5. Eftluent Imutation guidelines:

Not applicable.

6. Wasteload Allocation Recommendation: 0.011 mgfl monthly average; 0.0 19 mg/l daily max
7. PQL: 0.05 mgl
8. Conclusion: The TRC limit is based on Aquatic Life Criteria
Monthly Average: 0.011 m&l
Daily Maximum: 0.019 m&l
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample Type: Grab

Ammonia
1. Previous permit limits (Effective 10/l/1997):
Monthly Average: 2.1 mg0
Daily Maximum: 4.2 m&l
Sampling Frequencyzl /‘Month
SampleT~pe: Grab
2. NPDES Application (2C): (#of analyses: 1)
Maximum Daily Value: 0.29 mg/l
3. DhIR Data: The highest ammonia value was reported on 9/01 as 1.8 mg/I.
4. Waste Load Allocation, &ted (04/23/01) basedon dissolved oxygen modeling:

Summer:
Max Cont. Protecting Against Chronic Toxicity: 2.22 rnfl
Winter:
Max Cont. Protecting Against Chronic Toxicity: 4.36 mg’l
5. Water Quality Criteria for Protection of Aquatic Life from Reg. 61-68, Appendix, Attachment 3: Freshwater:

0
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When salmonids are present, the CMC is d&xmined by:
CMC =
{

39.0
0.275
1 + 107.zc4-pH+ * + 1(yx-7.2”

I

Establish the CCC when tish early life stages(ELS) are present:

ccc =

I

2.487
0.0577
+
1
+
1p-7.688
1 + 107.688-pH

x (min(2.85,1.45x10°“s”(‘5~7))~

Note: The Department always considers fish early life stages to be present unless data is presented which
demonstratestheir absence.
WhhefC
pH = 7.5 S.U.
Summer: 25”C, Winter: 13°C
T=
CCC= Summer: 2.22 mu, Winter. 4.36 rng
Monthly Average: Summer: 2.2 mgA, Winter: 4.4 mg/l basedon CCC above
6. Water Quality Data for Protection of Human He&x

None

7. Water Quality Criteria based on OrganolepticData: None
8. Other information:
9. Conclusion: ammonia shall be limited in accordancewith Aquatic Life Criteria and WLA. The limits will be the
same as the previous permit.
Monthly Average: 2. I mg/l
Daily Maximum: 4.2 mgA
Sampling Frequency: l/Month
Sample Type: Grab
Whole Effluent Todcitv (WETj
Previous pennit requirements:
Outfall 001: Quarterly chronic toxicity testing at a chronic test concentration(CTC) of 100% with limitations expressedas
a maximum of 50% effect and an averageof 20% effect
Outfall 012: Quarterly acute toxicity testing at an acute test concentration(ATC) of 100% with limitations expressedas a
maximum of 50% effect and an averageof 20% effect
Outfall 014: Quarterly chronic toxicity testing at a chronic test concentration(CTC) of 100% with limitations expressedas
a maximum of 50% effect and an avcrageof 20% effect
DMR Data:
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Outfall 001: 19 WET tests were performed during the last permit period. The highest reported monthly averageand daily
mix percent increase in mortality was 20% on 9101 and 9/00. The highest reported monthly average and daily rnax percent
reduction in reproduction was 17.4% on 6102.
Outfall 012: IS WET tests were performed during the last permit period. The highest reported monthly averageand daily
max percent increase in mortality was 15% on 3/O1.
Outfall 014: IS WET tests were performed during the last permit period. The highest reported monthly average percent
increase in mortality was 35.3% on 6199 and the highest reported daily max percent increase in mortality was 70.6% on
6199. The highest reported monthly average and daily max percent reduction in reproduction was 45% on 12100.
Other Information: EPA sent a letter dated April 17, 1998 recommending that the WET testing endpoints be modified as
well as the methods for statistically analyzing the toxicity endpoints.
Testing Requirements for this permit:
From the information described above, using the procedures in Regulation 61-9.122.44(d)(l)(ii), the Department has
determined that this discharge causes,has the reasonablepotential to cause or contributes to an excursion of the
narrative water quality standard of “no toxics in toxic amounts”from Regulation 6 l-68. Therefore, limitations on
WET are needed.
The Department, after review of recent EPA guidance on WET testing, has added language to the Bureau of Water
document entitled “Options for Data Analysis of whole Effluent Toxicity Testing Required by NPDES Permits,”
September 200 1 referenced in the permit which accounts for test variability, an issue that has been raised by numerous
permittees. The EPA documents “Understanding and Accounting for Method VariabiIity in Whole Effluent Toxicity
Applications Under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System P~o~IxI,” June 2000 and “Method Guidance
and Recommendationsfor whole Effluent Toxicity (WET) Testing (40 CFR Part 136),” July 2000 list some of the
ways in which variability may be addressed.The pass/fail test previously used has been replaced with a multi-dilution
requirement, as recommended by EPA, which allows the permittee the ability to collect more information relative to the
point where toxicity actually occurs and average test results for compknce where more than one test is conducted
during a monitoring period.

l

Your permit has WET limitations. These limitations are expressedas a maximum of 40% effect and an average of 25%
effect. These limitations are designed to protect to the narrative water quality criterion for toxicity of “no toxics in
toxic amounts.” A maximum likelihood regression model will be used to determine the percent e&t of the test as
specified in Part V of the permit. For a monitoring period where a single test is performed, the Department has
determined that an average 25% effect closely corresponds to 0.05 alpha level and a maximum 40% effect is close to
0.01 alpha level under current test design and methods.
Outfall 001:
Dilution Factor =

Flow of Discharge
7410 + Flow of Discharge

=

674.92 MGD
= 1.0
0.0 MGD i 674.92 MGD

Instream Waste Concentration = l/DF x 100 = l/l x 100 = 100%
A reasonable potential calculation was conducted for Outfall 001 using the DMR data from 12197- 6/02. The previous
permit required Chronic Toxicity Testing at CTC = 100% with limitations of 20% monthly average and 50% daily a
maximum for percent increase in mortaliv and percent reduction in reproduction. The reasonabIepotential calculation was
conducted on the overall percent reduction, which is the greater of the percent effect on survival and reproduction. The
procedure for determining reasonable pokntial is explained in Box 3-2 on page 53 of EPA’s Technical Support Document
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for Water Quality-Based Toxics Control (TSD). The following table shows the DMR data that was used to calculate
reasonable potential in accordance with the TSD. The ReasonablePotential hkdtiplying Factor (RPMF) from Table 3-2 is
1.6. The reasonable potential multiplying factor is used with the highest data point to give the 95% Confidence Level and
95% Probability Basis for the highest reasonable potential for the parameter. Multiply the RPMF by the highest value in
the data set to obtain the maximum receiving water concentration.
TCP38 % Effect
12/31/1997
0313111998
05130/1996
0913011996
12/31,1998
0313111999
C6,3C,1999
c913011999
12/31,1999
0313112w0
0613on000
0913012000
12!3112000
03/3112001
W3oRcn1
09130iz001
12131ROOl
0313112002
0613012002

0

TJP3E % Molt Max
0.5

0.5
0

0
6.3
10.5
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
14.3
10

0
0
0
6.3
11.1
15
0
0
16.7

10
10
0
0

0
0
20

15
0
0
20

5.3
0
17.4

0
0
10

5.3
0
17.4

20
0

6.3
102
0
14.3
10
10
10
0
6.3
20

standard de-ii&an

19
7206164

mean
C” = sf.dev,mean
ma* Ml”e
MF (from Data aheet)
RWC=MF’max

7.663158
0.340237
20
1.60
32

The RWC obtained is 32%. Compare this value to the average limitation of 25% inhibition and a maximum limitation of
40% inhibition at the test concentration as explained above. EPA recommends that permkting authorities find reasonable
potential when the projected RWC is greater than an ambient criterion.
Chronic toxicity testing will be performed at the chronic test concentration (CTC) of 100% for Outfall 001.
Outfall 0 14:
Dilution Factor =

Flow of Dischame
7410 + Flow of Discharge

=

0.106 MGD

= 1.0

0.0 MGD f 0.106 MGD

Instream Waste Concentration = l/DF x 100 = 111x 100 = 100%
Chronic toxicity testing will be performed at the chronic test concentration (CTC) of 100% for Outfall 014.
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The following calculation, as expkined in the Bureau’s guidance document Opfiom for Data AnaZ,v& of wholeEflttent
Toxici@ Testing Required 6~ M’DES ,PenniLr, September 200 I, shows how the multiple concentrations are derived. To
determine a geometric series of effluent concentrations given a low conceniration I,, a high concentration H. and n
concentrations, the concentration factor is
F = (wL)“W

and the ith concentration is Ci = L * F ‘-’

Where, F is the concentrationfactor and n is the numberof concentrations:
Forn=5,L=SO,andH=lOO,F~

lOO”‘+‘) =I?.“‘= 1.19

Atier determining the concentration factor the following formula is used to determine the test concentrations:
C~= L x Ftl’”

where, I is the number of concentrations

Determining the four concentrations: Note; I= 1,2,3,4,5
c, = 50 x 1.19”.“= 50%
c1 = 50 x 1. 19(2-‘)= 60%
c, = 50 x 1.19”“‘=

71%

Cq= SO x 1.19ce’)= 84%

For this discharge situation, the concentrations are O%, 50%, 60%, 71%, 84% and 100% for each multiple concentration
test.
OutfaII 0 12
The Permittee is presently required to conduct quarterly whole effluent acute toxicity testing at an ATC of 100%. In order
for new toxicity limits to be drafted, the Department allows the.Permittee to submit information koncerninga mixing zone
for the effluent discharge. A Schedule of Compliance will be written into the permit to submit this information. The
Permittee will be given existing toxicity limits for a period of one year after the effective date of the permit. At the end of
this interim period, fmal whole effluent toxicity chronic testing at a chronic test concentration (CTC) of 100% will be
placed in the permit. Upon sufficient mixing demonstration, the permit will be modified to include alternate WET test
requirements.
A reasonable potential calculation was conducted for Outfall 012 using the DMR data from 12/97 - 6:02. The previous
permit required Acute Toxicity Testing at ATC = 100% with limitations of 20% monthly averageand SO%daily maximum
for percent increase in mortality. The procedure for determining reasonablepotential is explained in Box 3-2 on page 53 of
EPA’s Technical Support Document for Water Quality-Based Toxics Control (TSD). The following table shows the DMR
data that was used to calculate reasonablepotential in accordancewith the TSD.
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06/3011996
09/3011998
12/31/,998
031311,999
Om5~1999
09,3011999
w3111999
ow31mno
0613012000
09/3012000
12131nooo
0313112001
06/3012001
091301200 1
12131i2001
0313112002
0615012002

5
0
0
5
0
0
15
0
0
Cl
0
15
5
0
0
0
10

19
5.058141469
3.157894737
1.601744805
16
1.90
26.5

The ReasonablePotential Multiplying Factor (RPMF) from Table 3-2 is 1.9. The reasonablepotential multiplying factor is
used with the highest data point to give the 95% Confidence Level and 95% Probability Basis for the highest reasonable
potential for the parameter. Multiply the RPMF by the highest value in the data set to obtain the maximum receiving water
concentration. The RWC obta@edis 28.5%. Compare this value to a maximum limitation of one percent(g 1%) lethality
at the test concentration. EPA recommends that permitting authorities find reasonablepotential when the projected RWC
is greater than an ambient criterion.

Section 3 16(b) of the Act requires that the location, design, construction, and capacity of a cooling water intake structure
reflect the best technology available for minimizing environmenta impact. A determination has been made, in a
accordancewith Section 3 16(b) of the Act, that the location, design, construction, and capacity of the cooling water intake
structure(s) reffects the best technoIogy avaiiable for minimizing adverseenvironmental impact. This determination was
bv,ed on information submitted by SCE&G in a 316(b) Demonstration (March 1977).
Chemical Additives
AmmOIlL

Hydra&e
Methoxypropylamine
Carbohydrazine
Boron (Boric Acid)
Zinc Sulfate
Soda Ash
Aluminum Sulfate
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Gaseous Chlorine
Clay, Polymer
T&a-sodium PqTophosphate
Sodium Hydroxtde
Sulfuric Acid
Chlorine
Sodium Hypochlorite
CT-Z (Betz)
Poiymer @et2 1190)
Sodium ~Metasihcare
Betz Depositrol
Betz Dianodic
Betz Flowgard
Sodium N~tratc,‘Sodun Borate
Lithium Hydroxide
Hydrogen Peroxtde
Potassium Chromate
Potassium Hydroxide
Potassium dichromae
Sludge Disposal
The Permitwe shall be required to obtain prior approval for any sludge disposal activities at this facility
OIlerator
The bigbest classification of the
The Permittee’s present treatment system consists of sedimentation and n&raIintion.
operation of all treatment equipment is usually used to determine the operator requirement. Based on the wastewater
treatment sysrcm classification, an operator with a Grade &&g or higher certification is required to accept the
responsibility of inspections made by lower grade operators.
Co-Treatment
Where various wastes are combined for treatment and discharge, 40 CFR 423.1301) requires that the quantity of each
pollutant or polIutant property not exceed the specified limitation for that waste source. Applicable effluent guidelines
concentrations were flow weighted in calculating final effluent concentrations.

l

e
Industrial and
Domestic Dischargers
Associated with
>.~ Source Water Protection Area
and TOT10 for

Appendix
I
Outfall 001 Spreadsheet

